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Stop Unnecessary Truck Rolls
With DROPgucaid rim

Service piracy
is just one of the problems diverting
revenues from your bottom line. Do
delinquent receivables mean anything to you? How about the costs
generated by excessive churn?
Now you can eliminate them all,
simply and cost-effectively, with
DROPguardTM, the new off-premises
addressable tap from AM Communications that gives you control over
remote service connections from
your own office.

Providing instant access to
individual subscriber drops,
DROPguard allows you to
bring customers on and off line,
immediately and for any length of
time, without the need for expensive — and uncertain — truck calls.
You will appreciate how DROPguard
helps you minimize churn costs and
prevent illegal hook-ups while discouraging non-payment.

For more information about
DROPguard and our other products
for CATV systems, please call
1(800) 248-9004.

DROPguard is especially well-suited for
high-risk, high-churn or inaccessible
areas, where truckrolls are costly and
undesirable. It can replace passive taps
anywhere in your system, and need not
be deployed system-wide. You will find
that, by increasing the efficiency of your
operation and helping capture more of
your profits, DROPguard will soon pay
for itself.

We're Keeping Watch!

Circle Reader Service No. 1

DROPguard is field-proven and is
supported by the Cable DataTM
billing system.

COMMUNICATIONS
1900 AM Drive •P.O. Box 9004
Quakertown, PA 18951-9004
Tel: (215) 536-1354

1(800) 248-9004

Fax: (215) 536-1475

The Perfect Marriage
of LI
and AIR.

MC 2.650

UNEQUALLED FOR FIBER-TO-FEEDER TRANSMISSION
• TIME PROVEN COAXIAL PRODUCT
• LOWEST ATTENUATION
• FULL ALUMINUM WALL THICKNESS
• EXCELLENT HANDLING PROPERTIES
• FULLY BONDED ... MOISTURE AND SUCKOUT RESISTANT
Whenever fiber optic cable is to meet coaxial feeder, the airdielectric design of .650 MC 2 assures the most advantageous match.
Produced since 1985, .650 MC 2 is the only coaxial available today that
has the diameter and handling ease of afeeder cable, with the electrical performance of atrunk cable.
Fcam-core coaxials cannot achieve the attenuation of .650 MC 2
without increasing cable diameter and sacrificing full aluminLm wall
thickness. They simply cannot compete with the time-honored capabilities and economies of .650 MC 2.

MC 2 Feeds The Future
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Call or write for free sample and brochure: Trilogy Communications, Inc.,
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, MS 39208 (601) 932-4461 Fax (601) 939-6637
or Call (800)874-5649
Circle Reader Service No. 2
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By the CED staff
It's updated, it's out and it's better than ever. Next stop?
Your office wall. Pull out and post the revised CATV frequency chart, packed with spectrum reassignments and
fully channelized to 1GHz.

Automated fleet management

Survey: Operators
bound by red tape
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By Michael Major

About the Cover

It seems cable operators are looking more favorably on
automatic dispatch and fleet functions, if Rogers Engineering, TCI of Colorado and Cox/San Diego are any indication. The computerized systems promise improved
technician efficiency at areasonable cost. This article discusses how the systems work and who uses them.

With re-regulation, operators
feel like their hands are tied
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Doug Semon, Viacom

By Roger Brown, CED

Sixth annual
salary survey

Operators are looking at the new generation of digital settop terminals as enabling devices for them to deliver interactive services in real time to viewers across the country.
What issues are involved and what features are likely to
be built into the next round of set-tops? Leading engineers
and equipment manufacturers discuss those questions.
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How to think like ate/co

Digital supertrunking Part 2

Do cable operators really have atechnological leg-up on tomorrow's broadband,
digital platform-or will governmental red
tape in the guise of re-regulation stymie
cable's lead? How do you measure up
against your peers in cable engineering?
Find out what cable's engineering community thinks of re-regulation, competition, management, salaries and myriad
other issues in this year's salary survey.

Q&A with SCTE's Chairman

60

By Roger Brown, CED
What does Tom Elliot have in mind for the Society of Cable
Television Engineers during his tenure at the helm? How
does he plan to continue its success story and capture
even more members? What's the SCTE's role in the global
communications and standards-making processes? Find
out in this question-and-answer interview.

Tech standards update

68

By the NCTA

F TE7

Since the publication of the addendum to NCTA's Recommended Practices handbook last month, afew corrections
and clarifications have been made to the document.
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Meet the modulator that's igniting arevolution in cable.

F

uture hybrid digitallanalog
transmission systems will
require advanced, multipurpose modulators. If you envision conventional fixed-channel
modulators as the technology to
take you into the 21st Century,
you have obviously not seen the
Standard TVM450S.
Join the revolution.
The TVM450S offers features and
performance old-style technology
cannot begin to match. The integration of apre-calibrated CSG-60
BTSC stereo encoder eliminates
the guesswork of setting audio
performance standards to meet
OET60 guidelines. Extremely
stable RF circuitry and high
quality video processing ensure
compliance with NTC7 and FCC
regulations. More importantly, inband/out-of-band noise and

spurious performance have impressed the most demanding cable
TV engineers.
Talk to us. We'll demonstrate
how the TVM450S can simplify
integration, expansion, setup,
operation and maintenance; how
it can save time, money and rack
space: how it can make adding
stereo channels as easy as joining
this revolution.
The army is growing.
More and more major MSOs have
ordered — and re-ordered — the
TVM450 series. To find out why
they and others are switching to
Standard. call our Revolution
Hotline at 1-800-745-2445. We'll
send you technical specs on the

TVM450S, arrange a demonstration — or even your own demo
unit.
The future is here.
Vive la Revolution!
Raise your standards.

Standard

Communications
SATCOM Division
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
310/532-5300
800/745-2445
FAX: 800/722-2329 (U.S.)
FAX: 310/532-0397 (Intl & CA)
Represented in Canada by:
DGH Communications Systems Ltd
Scarborough, Ontario •416/499-47

ive la Révolutibn!
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Throughout broadcasting circles, the recently announced

"Grand Alliance" of advanced television proponents is being
both hailed as the enabler of aNorth American high definition
standard and nailed as the instrument by which broadcasters
will be forced to spend millions on new technology that no
one is even sure anyone wants.
The Grand Alliance represents an agreement between
the remaining advanced television proponents to build,
test and market anew television standard to American
consumers. Revenue from the sale of new receivers and
transmission equipment will be pooled and distributed
equally among all players.
In general, those in the cable industry most closely
watching the development of advanced television seem
pleased with the arrangement, because it will conceivably
speed up the implementation process (or at least eliminate some sources of litigation). Cable interests are eager
to get an advanced TV system to market because premium services like HBO and Showtime will probably be
among the first to transmit programming in the new format.
More good news for cable is the decision by the Grand
Alliance to pursue ahigher-order modulation
scheme—something like 16 VSB or 256 QAM. This comes
as good news because it shoe-horns two very good pictures in asingle 6-MHz slot.
Already there is some controversy, however. CableLabs
issued apress release endorsing the 16 VSB approach
championed by AT&T/Zenith. That raised the ire of Tom
Elliot, VP of engineering and technology at ICI, who said
a256 QAM approach should be tested and considered
before anything is endorsed. Since then, CableLabs has
tempered its "endorsement" of 16 VSB, saying it's "not
singularly focused" on that approach.
There also has been—and continues to be—much speculation as to the stability of the entire Grand Alliance,
because there are some fundamental technical disagreements between Alliance members. For example, one of the
first press releases issued said there was fundamental agreement on scanning format, the shape of the pixels and modulation scheme.
But, according to insiders, disagreement over these issues
still exists.
For example, not everyone, especially the computer industry, is happy that the Alliance chose to support both progressive and interlace scanning formats, arguing that the evolution
to progressive scan will be held back by the preponderance
of smaller receivers that won't be required to display progressive pictures.
On the other hand, broadcasters perceive that the computer
industry waited until the last minute when it sent aletter to the
FCC that called for progressive scan and square pixels.
According to the letter, those elements were necessary if the
new television standard is to be interoperable with computers
and anational communications infrastructure.
The bottom line is that much is yet to be decided about
advanced television. Let's hope the Charlotte field tests shed
more light than shadow. Otherwise, the Grand Alliance may
not be so grand.
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HIGH ANXIETY
lime is running out!
24-hour Proof-of-Performance
tests are due and you don't
have the equipment to
accurately and cost-effectively
document them.
Relax! Now there's an easy
way to document Proof-ofPerformance testing for the FCC,
even in the most demanding
temperatures and environments.
Wavetek's rugged line of SAM

1550n4
Cost-Effective
Installer's Meter

meters are packed with new
capabilities designed to deliver
highly accurate test results for
the FCC and your daily system
maintenance.
Picking the SAM you need is
easy. Our SLMs are available in
abroad variety of models and
price ranges that allow you to
meet both your testing and your
budget needs. Plus, they all
feature the same Wavetek reliability that you've come to trust.

Don't worry! Ask your
Wavetek representative about
our complete line-up of signal
analysis meters. All SAMs
feature sweep channels for
Pass/Fail testing, Tilt, 3,V/A,
and improved weatherresistant keyboards -at
extremely competitive prices!

800-822-5515 817-788-5965
Fax: 317-782-4807

SAM 1650TM

SAM 3030TM

LineSAM VIT

Low Cost
FCC Testing

Rugged Service
Technician's Meter

Expert's Proof-ofPerformance Meter

Call today for your free FCC Compliance Matrix.
Circle Reader Service No. 4
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Cable, lelcos extend olive branch
to developers of multimedia
Compiled by Roger Brown, CED

I
fsociety does indeed rush headlong into

an interactive encounter with televisions
and computers, at least two national infrastructures-cable and telephone-will be
competing mightily to carry the lion's share
of the promised interactive shopping, education and entertainment services.
Brian Roberts of Comcast and Richard
Brown of Ameritech came head-to-head
to Seybold's Digital World '93 conference
in Los Angeles last month to woo developers of interactive multimedia services.
Brown used the event to rally support
for Ameritech's Advanced Universal
Access plan, which essentially calls for
deregulation of Ameritech in exchange for
the RBOC opening its network to any and
all service providers.
Brown said Ameritech will have aubiquitous, high-speed switched network
capable of carrying digital, full-motion
video. "Take anew look at what the telcos
have to offer-today," implored Brown.
Those offerings include national connectivity, atwo-way network designed for
interactivity, and (soon), adigital platform.
"Clearly the telcos are an attractive alternative," Brown concluded.
Roberts countered Brown's assertions
by pointing out that the cable infrastructure is already broadband and can be
upgraded to digital and two-way on a
"pay as you go" basis without making
everyone pay for it. "If you want it (interactivity), we give it to you" in the form of a
set-top terminal, Roberts said. "If you
don't, we won't. We think the economics
stack up real well."
Roberts also said cable operators are
beginning to explore methods of interconnecting the thousands of cable systems
already in existence to provide national
connectivity. He recounted how Comcast
originated and transported aPCS telephone call across the Atlantic Ocean without ever using an RBOC to do it.
"We don't believe in an electronic
superhighway," he said. "It's superhighways-a network of networks" that will provide the connectivity needed to deliver
multimedia to consumers.
Amplifying Roberts was Ed Horowitz of
Viacom and Geoff Holmes of Time
Warner, who provided status reports of
the Castro Valley and Orlando test sites.
Holmes said Time Warner will deploy
the Quantum architecture it used in Brooklyn-Queens in most of its cable systems
over the next five years. In Orlando, Time
Warner is adding an ATM switch and stor-

8

age of the equivalent of 1,000 hours of
full-motion video to prepare for the transaction age.
Holmes asked those in attendance to
think of the future not as atime when 500
channels will be offered, but when a
viewer will have his own dedicated channel that allows him to watch what he wants,
when he wants it, with full VCR-type control
(fast forward, rewind, pause, etc.).
Interestingly, Holmes and Horowitz differed on their long-term views of interactivity and multimedia. Horowitz's forecast
is for aslow, conservative roll-out of these
services, tempered mostly by high startup costs.
For example, Horowitz said it costs
about $100 million to start anew programming service. Furthermore, the new digital
set-tops Viacom will deploy in Castro Valley
are costing the MS0 between $800 and
$1,000 per unit. "Intelligent networks are
expensive," said Horowitz. Consequently,
he sees aslow roll-out of digital terminals:
starting at 200,000 initially, growing to 1.5
million within ayear and the addition of 4
million more per year until some 20 million
units are in the field by 2000.
Holmes is much more bullish, expecting
a"critical mass" of digital set-tops to be in
the field within two to three years,
because he believes when consumers are
given the chance to control their television
viewing, they'll leap at it.
Hewlett-Packard threw its hat into the
interactivity ring, not as adeveloper of
software, but as adeveloper of hardware.
Robert Frankenberg, VP and general
manager of H-P's Personal Information
PRoducts Group, said his company wants
to build aplatform through which interactivity is viewed. He predicted agreat competition between platforms before a
winner is chosen by the market.
He said television, not computers, is
what must "show through" any interactive
product. "Everything in the market now is
too close to the computer and too far from
the consumer."
ICTV President Leo Hoarty also
addressed the audience, consisting primarily of multimedia developers, and cautioned them about the "look" of interactive
programming. He says pictures displayed
over television must be different from
computer pictures because the NTSC format is limited in its display capabilities. He
then demonstrated ICTV's system, which
always has "something moving" but consists of large picture elements so they can
be seen from adistance. "It has to act like
broadcast TV," said Hoarty.
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Apple CEO John Sculley used the
forum to debut and demonstrate "eztv,"
the company's electronic program guide.
The system-which could be integrated in
aset-top-provides on-screen channel
numbers, allows viewers to browse
through the program listings organized by
several criteria and allows for single-button VCR recording. Up to 12 different programs can be displayed simultaneously.
Kaleida Labs, the joint venture company created by Apple and IBM, publicly
demonstrated for the first time its ScriptX
object-oriented computer software system
that allows the same software to be used
on both IBM and Apple platforms.
The software is currently being tested
internally and will be rolling out in several
months. Kaleida recently announced an
alliance with Scientific-Atlanta to develop
set-top terminals for the interactive age.
That set-top will be compatible with and
capitalize on the ScriptX system.

FCC conducts tests
ot EBS upgrades

Federal Communications Commission
representatives and several manufacturers of new emergency alerting devices
gathered in Denver at the end of June to
conduct athree-day test and demonstration of systems that could become available to the public because of an ongoing
FCC notice of proposed rulemaking.
The FCC is presently sorting through a
plan designed to overhaul its antiquated
Emergency Broadcasting System to make
it more efficient. Specifically, modernizations include increased speed and reliability, shortened alerting tones and the
ability to address specific areas for alerting.
While EBS has always enjoyed strong
support among television and radio
broadcasters, the FCC now recognizes
the important role of cable, paging systems, and satellite communications in the
nation's communications structure; consequently it hopes to bring cable operators
into the fold as active participants in the
program.
Several proposed systems and technologies were tested in Denver and carried via broadcast, cable and satellite
networks. No test results were
announced, but participants called the
test successful in nearly every facet. Additional tests will be conducted in the Baltimore, Md. area this month.
Time Warner Cable and TCI of Colorado
represented the cable industry in the
tests. Jones Intercable's Ken Wright, who
chaired the SCTE EBS working group and
gathered input from the industry for FCC
comments he submitted, was an
observer, as was Claude Baggett of
1993

01992 General Instrument Corporation

"FAR AND AWAY"
S7ARTED
10 MINUTES AGO
TO VIEW IT BEGINNING...
8:30 PM.. .PRESS 1
9:00 PM...PRESS 2
9:30 P1.. .PRESS 3

SEE IT ALL

Only JERROLD makes
television responsive to
your subscdbers.

KNOW IT ALL.
Jerrold's new interactive converters offer your
subscribers flexible, up-to-the-minute options they
simply won't find anywhere else.
Like continuously updated information about
Pay-Per-View movies, events, and public service
announcements. Real time data. And all in alively
format that enables the TV to display information,
video, or both at the same time.
Here's how it works: Your subscriber touches a
button and achannel guide appears on the screen.
Another button moves the cursor to the channel he or
she selects. Touch another button and real-time
information about the program is displayed. It also
offers you on-screen messaging capabilities so you can
send specific messages concerning bills, program
services, promotions, and more.
These marketing tools and the immediate
interactive capabilities of Impulse STARFONE® and
STARVUE®, encourage subscribers to order Pay-Per-View
programming, providing you with added revenue.
Impulse interactive converters offer unparalleled
real time marketing opportunities.
And unbelievable sales.
See what we can do for your future revenues. Call
1800 523-6678 (in the U.S.), 215-674-4800 (outside
the U S.), or fax 215-956-6497 (anywhere)
for more information.

Jerrold
General Instrument
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CableLabs.
While the various systems represented
apparently worked, the key consideration
for any system will be cost. In Wright's
comments to the FCC, he said the cable
industry alone would be forced to spend
as much as $100 million depending upon
what the FCC will ultimately require of the
new national alerting system.
That message has not been lost with
the hardware manufacturers. Discussions
with representatives of several manufacturers, including Hollyanne, Dynatech and
Information Age Systems, showed akeen
awareness that any alerting system slated
for cable must be affordable because of
the number of channels cable operators
distribute.
"Cable is avulnerable media and it cannot be perceived as the main line of emergency communications," said Bruce
Robertson of IAS.

CTANY demos
network 01 networks

Four cable systems, three alternate
access carriers, aprogram provider and
long distance carrier joined together last
month to demonstrate the ability of existing fiber optic and coaxial networks to
provide teleconferencing capabilities
between medical facilities and educational facilities.
The demonstration-believed to be the
first of its kind-was undertaken to blunt
arguments by New York Telephone for a
major upgrade of its outside plant facilities. The demo was organized by the
Cable Television Association of New York
State (CTANY).
The ability to link medical and educational institutions to share resources over
great distances is being touted by New
York Telephone as akey reason for its
upgrade, according to CTANY. This demo
was meant to prove that alternative carriers can perform the same function, without subsidy from governments or
ratepayers.
The presentation provided interactive
links between hospitals in New York City
and Syracuse and between high schools
on Long Island and aschool in Syracuse.
This "network of networks" used 47 miles
of coaxial cable and 349 miles of fiber
optic cable.
The cable systems involved included
Cablevision Systems Corp., Time Warner
Cable, Paragon and NewChannels. Fiber
links were provided by Home Box Office;
alternate access providers Fibernet, NewChannels Hyperion and Teleport Communications Group; and AT&T long distance.
The medical demonstration connected
doctors at St. Luke's Roosevelt Hospital in
Manhattan and Crouse Irving Memorial
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Hospital in Syracuse. Physicians at both
facilities were able to consult with their
colleagues, including an on-line examination of aCAT scan.
The educational "distance learning"
involved amusic teacher at Calhoun High
School in Bellmore, Long Island, who was
teaching interactively to students in Valley
Stream High School on Long Island and
Nottingham High School in Syracuse. Participants in all three locations were able to
hear and see each other interact.
"This demonstration clearly shows that
by linking various telecommunications
networks, the technology of tomorrow is
available today," said Richard Alteri, president of CTANY. "The network of networks
is areality."

Corning, S-A tile
comments 011 rates

Two technology companies-Corning
Inc. and Scientific-Atlanta-have jointly
filed comments with the Federal Communications Commission requesting reconsideration of the FCC's cable rate
regulations, fearing that cable operators'
efforts to upgrade their networks will be
stymied by the onerous benchmark/rate
cap requirement.
Because of the regulations, "it's possible that cable TV operators may have little
alternative but to cut back dramatically on
what had been arapidly growing investment in fiber optics and other advanced
technologies," said Kathy Rauch, Corning's cable television market manager.
Corning and S-A argue that the FCC
action puts cable operators in a"double
bind" of having to accommodate broadcasters who elect to be carried while suffering from reduced revenues by as much
as 10 percent to 15 percent.
Corning notes that the cable television
market was the fastest growing segment
in fiber deployment, having grown more
than 100 percent in 1992. This compares
with local exchange carrier growth of 30
percent and interexchange carrier growth
of just 14 percent that same year.
To prove their point, Corning and S-A
commissioned afinancial impact study
from the accounting firm Deloitte &
Touche. That study examined the financial
impact of re-regulation on three typical
cable operators had the new rules taken
effect in 1990.
The result was that the industry would
have suffered a$552 million reduction in
cash flow. Deloitte & Touche concluded
that "it would have been extremely difficult
and highly unlikely that these cable companies could have maintained the historical level of capital expenditures through
additional financings."
The bottom line: cable operators
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wouldn't have been able to afford to install
the amount of fiber optic cable it has,
which would make it doubtful the industry
would be able to offer some of the new
services it's now touting.

jottings

CableLabs and Motorola have agreed
to cooperatively evaluate methods to
effectively integrate cellular and PCS
mobile systems with cable's broadband
network. The project will focus on the definition of suitable network architectures for
transmission of PCS baseband and RF
signals. Later stages of the project will
examine both theoretical analysis and
field trials to optimize the performance of
such asystem configuration... If multimedia fails, it won't be because there wasn't
any way to deliver it. GTE has launched a
project to build 50 fiber optic rings in 12
states in preparation of the advent of multimedia services. The project is expected
to cost more than $200 million and will
provide aplatform for future services. The
networks will utilize Sonet equipment primarily provided by AT&T... Residents and
businesses in Orlando will be able to utilize wireless personal communications
when Time Warner completes construction of its Full Service Network there. The
giant media and cable company chose to
integrate Qualcomm's CDMA wireless
system in Orlando by the end of 1993.
The system marks the first time such PCS
technology is being fully integrated into a
cable television infrastructure.. ScientificAtlanta went to the computer industry for
anew chief executive officer. James F.
McDonald was elected by S-A's board to
succeed Bill Johnson, who left the company several months ago. James Napier
had been interim CEO. McDonald has
held positions with Prime Computer Inc.,
Gould Inc. and IBM.. MCI Communications introduced optical switching in its
network to provide route protection and
restoration capabilities. MCI has implemented the Aster Optical Switch in Memphis. The switch re-directs alost signal to
an alternate route in less than 20 milliseconds. It is also bit rate and wavelength
independent, which will allow MCI to
upgrade its network without obsoleting the
switch. LISA Video Corp. and ADC
Telecommunications have agreed to
develop an end-to-end video dialtone
solution. The plan is to integrate ADC's
Homeworx platform with USA Video's
server and digital video receiver.
Rochester Telephone is already scheduled to test the system in 100 homes later
this year. The Homeworx platform is
based on apassive optical network architecture and supports telephony and
broadband services via afiber-rich configuration. CND
1993

IOW Fiber Performance
at aFraction of the Cost

Only Scientific-Atlanta has the Dual Wavelength AM
Supertrunk, alow cost, high performance alternative to
digital and FM fiber systems.
Simnlicdy

The Dual Wavelength AM Supertrunk is simple and straightforward. Because it requires no signal conversion, the AM Supertrunk
is ideal for digital compression, scrambling and digital audio
applications.
And, in terms of size, a7-tier AM Supertrunk takes up afraction of
the rack space of acomparable digital or Rvl system. That means
less real estate and lower capital costs.

Economy

No signal conversion also means less equipment to buy, install and
maintain. So, you can have an AM Supertrunk for about half the
cost of competing technologies.

Performance

The AM Supertrunk delivers near headend quality signals to
remote hub sites. That makes it well-suited for headend interconnections and remote hubbing in Fiber-to-the-Serving Area (FSA)
applications. The modular design of the AM Supertrunk allows you
to increase bandwidth without affecting performance simply by
adding asingle transmitter and receiver.
To find out more about the advantages of the AM Supertrunk,
contact your nearest Scientific-Atlanta sales representative, or call
800-722-2009 today.

While digital systems deliver only 8scrambled channels on asingle
fiber, the AM Supertrunk can carry 20 to 40 channels per fiber. The
system is completely transparent to digital compression and scrambling schemes. This gives you significantly reduced fiber costs.
Circle Reader Service No. 6

Scientific
Atlanta

Our customers are the winners.
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S
ome complain about learning by doing. "Bap-

tism by fire," "sink or swim," they call it. Doug
Semon thrives on it-and as director of engineering/new technology for Viacom Cable, he's most
definitely swimming. In fact, amore naturally
curious person is tough to imagine.
This is aguy who is so energetic and curious, he could easily and quite successfully
make acareer shift testing toys and bouncing
around on pogo sticks as actor Tom Hanks
does in the movie "Big." As a41- going on 14year-old, Semon possesses an infectious,
childlike quality. He says he learns through
hobbies; perhaps that explains why his list of
free-time activities could well fill up the entire
space of this page. Among the highlights? Driving diesel locomotives through northern California and cashing in frequent flyer miles not
to take vacation, but to pilot a757 jet simulator. He performs magic, he just took up mountain biking, and he tinkers, tinkers, tinkers.
It makes one wonder if perhaps by some
fluke of the universe, there are more than 24
hours in aDoug Semon day.
Semon isn't all about tinkering and tomfoolery, however. Armed with these inherent personality strengths, Semon is leading cable's
charge on compatibility issues, as co-chairman of the NCTA/EIA joint engineering committee. He's leading aparallel life at Viacom,
as its "unofficial liaison" between the engineering and marketing departments. Simultaneously, he's deeply engrossed in the
company's newsmaking, high-tech Castro
Valley project.

Semon: A
bridge over
troubled
waters
By Leslie Ellis

Grower and cameraman
Semon's vocational background is clearly as
diverse as his personality. He started in life as a
10-year-old "grower" in his grandparent's floral
greenhouse. (A grower, as Semon explains it, is
someone who hauls dirt, waters plants and picks
weeds.) Some 10 years later, Semon nabbed his
first cable job after getting fed up with acollege
job as abartender at ayacht club outside Toledo,
Ohio. As he describes it, he saw an advertisement
in acampus building requesting aUniversity of
Toledo Educational TV cameraman. Although
Semon knew virtually nothing about video cameras, he talked the director into hiring him. "I just
went in early afew evenings and watched what
everyone did. Then Ifaked it. Idid fine," the gregarious Semon laughs.
Soon after, aco-worker at the station left to work
for astart-up company called "Channel 100" which
provided pay TV services. Semon soon followed,
performing repairs on the set-top boxes which
enabled the service. After earning his E.E. degree,
the company hired him full-time and transferred
him to Concord, Calif. By the time he was 30,
Semon was general manager of the company.
In 1981, Semon saw an ad in the then-fledgling
Multichannel News for acorporate staff engineer.
He interviewed with Joe Van Loan, now amentor
of Semon's, and got the job.
These days, Semon's attention is focused on
three areas: the completion of the company's
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Castro Valley origination facility, the blending of
Viacom's engineering and marketing departments
and the astronomically huge project of instigating
harmony between the cable and consumer electronics industries.
"It's interesting that the latter two projects are
very much related," Semon says. "Here at Viacom, I'm trying to cut through the hype and help
the engineering and marketing departments-and
the vendors-to understand what our customers
really want. The same holds true at the joint engineering committee meetings.
Semon says he pays close attention to service
call records and works hand-in-hand with Viacom's
marketing department. "It's not just solving technical problems," Semon says. "It's more of applications engineering, with ahuman twist in there."

The compatibility conundrum
That human twist is an omnipresent consideration within the joint NCTA/EIA committee, as well.
Semon was named co-chairman, succeeding
industry guru Dr. Walt Cicioria, in 1991.
He says he accepted the appointment as a
means by which to "give something back" to the
industry. "I sincerely hope that when Iretire many
years from now, Ican know I've contributed to
something lasting to this whole problem."
Since his appointment, the temperature within
that committee has risen-considerably. "Some
federal laws were passed which are forcing us to
find asolution to the customer interface," Semon
says. "I like it alot; at the same time, it's frustrating
as hell."
Despite the frustrations of making aroomful of
tenacious engineers agree on something that
directly affects their respective businesses,
Semon says the challenge is what keeps his interests piqued.
And how does this decided insider think the
whole interface issue will shake out? "The solutions are very elusive for existing problems,"
Semon laments. "A comprehensive solution to
watching one channel while recording another,
picture-in-a-picture and timed recording is very,
very difficult. There's an awful lot of equipment out
there that's been built over the last 10 or 15
years." Because of that, acomprehensive solution
to existing compatibility issues is largely amatter
of time, Semon says. "As we move into digital
transmission-assuming we can set some digital
standards-these problems will ease."
Clearly, having aman like Semon leading
cable's side of the compatibility equation can't
hurt. A decidedly different kind of manager,
Semon lends the kind of "get-down" mettle often
needed in precarious situations. "There have
been times when I've had to interrupt aquarrel in
one of the meetings and say, 'Hey, listen. There
was cable before there was cable-ready. Now sit
down and be quiet.' "
However, that last bit of advice may be easier
said than done for Semon himself. He admits that
he has "never grown up;" he even owns up to having ashort attention span. Perhaps that's why this
41-year-old ball of fire has never married: He has
yet to find someone to keep up with him. CIE)
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If You Think You Don't
Need Reliable Power Now,
You Ought to Have
Your Headend Examined.

C

able television engineers agree, new digital-

based services demand absolute reliability. This performance starts right at the headend.
Alpha Technologies CableUPSTM family includes
the new technology CFR line of Uninterruptible Power
Supplies for headend equipment. Smaller, quieter and
more efficient than any comparable system, the CFR
provides asmooth flow of quality power to your signal
processing, compression, pay-per-view, computer and
other headend equipment.
The CFR is part of the CableUPS" family—your
single solution to complete power protection for digital
networks. For additional information, call Alpha today
at 1-800-421-8089.
The Alpha CPR is available from 600 VA to 15KVA.

United States
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98226
Tel: (206) 647-2360
FAX: (206) 671-4936

Canada
5700 Sidley Street
Burnaby, B.C. V5J 5E5
Tel: (604) 430-1476
FAX: (604) 430-8908

United Kingdom
5The Astra Centre
Edinburgh Way
Harlow Essex CM20 2BE
Tel: 44-279-422110
FAX: 44-279-423355

Germany
Hansastrasse
D-8540 Schwabach
Germany
Tel: 49-9121:-997303
FAX: 49-91'n-997.M

Middle East
P.O. Box 6468
Andrea Chambers/Office 208
Limassol, Cyprus
Tel: 357-5-375675
FAX: 357-5-359595
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ne topic of conversation that continues to arise
when Isit around with my engineering friends and
colleagues is the issue of new technologies and
their impact on entry-level employees. These conversations frequently take place in comfortable chairs and dimly lit parlors, among the
people Irespect most and have the most
envy for (because of their breadth and depth
of knowledge in so many different and diverse
disciplines). During these episodes, it's not
uncommon for one or more of us to wax nostalgic about how we broke into the technical
world ourselves.
I, for instance, distinctly remember building
my first Morse Code sending and receiving
set (wired) when Iwas about eight years old. I
wrote (with apencil) the Morse Code on the
side of the wooden box and strung wire
(which Iobtained by unwinding an electromagnet) from the house to the garage. My
mother and father promptly declared that I
would be an engineer, and told their friends
they had seen me build something that would
communicate.
Three years later, Iworked at getting my
first amateur radio license. Idistinctly remember studying all about "anodes" and "cathodes" and "getters"-and all those other
wonderful things that glowed in the dark. By
the time Ifinished my first two years of college, transistors surfaced. While Ihad anodding acquaintance with how they worked, I
wasn't quite sure exactly what some of the
terms meant.
Well, the years have gone by, I've gotten a
lot older and have consequently been
exposed to alot more technology than those early
oasement experiments. Somehow, I'm able to
have conversations with colleagues of mine who
are much more studied and erudite about the intricacies and esoteria of technology. Most of the
time, Inod along and make the occasional comment-well enough that an outsider might assume
that Iunderstand all of this conversation.
Confession time. Much of the knowledge I've
acquired through the years has come by simply
iistening to these people. Often I've learned by
piecing together bits and pieces of information,
like all engineers do. Other times Idon't have a
due what they are talking about. At those times,
i've found that nodding sagely and mumbling the
intermittent "um" or "ah" yields an excellent
aopearance of learnedness and intelligence.

How lo
de-myslity
new
lechnology
By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science and
Technology, NCTA

Technological precipice

Here we are, on what some would call the
precipice of anew age-an age when television
signals will be digital and compessed; when
tiansmission up to afew meters from the house
will be at light frequencies; when there will be multiple wavelengths of light delivered through asingle fiber; when test equipment will be measuring
bit error rates; when we'll be looking at constellations in order to determine the relative strength or
robustness of amodulation scheme.
You have to begin to wonder whether or not we
or the new technicians to this industry have prop-
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erly prepared ourselves for this new era. What
kind of training do we need? What new information do we need? How do we, as engineering
managers, ensure that everyone can deal with this
new world? Further, what is the danger that someone will be left behind?
There are those (I am not among them) who
believe that this new, digital world will serve as the
catalyst for anew class of people to come in and
displace those who have served us so well all
these many years. And these same people speculate that if you are under the age of, say, 21 or 22,
you'll probably be able to keep up with these new
technologies-but if you're up in your 30s or 40s,
you'll be so wedded to the old analog technologies that you won't have achance of learning or
becoming proficient with digital compression,
fiber optics and optoelectronics.

Sane song, different era

I, however, and many of my friends see evidence to the contrary. How is this new age so different from past periods of technological change?
Iremember when Isaw my first IC tester. At the
time, Ithought, "Now that's ahell of athing, what
exactly does that do?"
Somehow my rusty old brain managed to grasp
the bits and pieces needed in previous times of
change. To boot, Iwas in that 30-something age
range-that period we refer to as the transition
point between those who will make it and those
who won't.
I'm also reminded that just five years ago, we
were hard pressed in the cable television industry
to find anyone who knew what an OTDR was. Lo
and behold, these days most cable technicians
not only know what and OTDR is and how to use
one, but carry one in their trucks. All you have to
do is look at the NCTA Technical Papers from the
past few years to see that cable people have
already come up with new techniques and new
technologies in the fiber optic era. Note that these
authors aren't necessarily the young people right
out of school nor the old people ready to retire.
Rather, it's amixture of all of them.
The plain fact of the matter is that these technicians and engineers are people who, by their very
nature, are eager to learn and equally eager to
have know more skills. These people like technology, like to see where it's going and indeed, like
to help it along.
These people will study in the morning, or on
their lunch hours ,or at home at night. They'll
pester colleagues, vendors or anybody they think
might have the information they need. Because of
this, my bet is that we don't have to worry awhole
lot.
We do, however, have to pay attention to our
obligation as technical leaders to provide this
information and training. It is our responsibility to
ensure that those people who want to learn get
ample opportunities to do so, because these will
be the people who continue to run our systems.
Armed with knowledge, these technicians and
engineers who run our systems can de-mystify
and properly handle any new technology that
comes along. CM
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The Economical RR-92 Converter...from Regal

A

.re rate rollbacks and network expansion
putting pressure on your bottom line? Regal's
economical RR-92 converter and CRP-10
remote control can help ease the pain. The
smallest full-bandwidth converter in the
industry, RR-92 features:
• New slimline remote control design with
user-friendly buttons.
• 83-channel capability to accommodate
future channel expansion.
• Industry exclusive 5-year warranty.

• Parental control function that restricts access
to discretionary channels.
• Regal quality and reliability that provides
years of trouble-free service.
We'll even throw
in the batteries!
Take the pressure off your bottom line. Call
Regal today at 1-800-36-REGAL or contact
your local ANTEC Communication Services
sales representative.

REGAL

Bringing Home The Best!
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This month, we will continue our journey

toward acomplete understanding of filters
and traps by examining another basic and
fundamental concept called resonance. We
will determine what causes resonance
and how we can use it to our advantage. The information presented here,
and in the next several columns will be
adapted from my book RF Circuit
Design'', and various data supplied by
the "trap" vendor community.
Many of you are probably familiar
with the voltage division rule which
states that whenever ashunt element of
impedance Zp is placed across the
output of asignal source that has an
internal resistance of Rs,the maximum
output voltage is:

4URE

Vout =ZpVini(Rs Zp)
Thus, the output voltage available from the
circuit, Vopt ,
will always be less than the sig- §
nal supplied at the input to the circuit, V. If
Zp is afrequency-dependent impedance,
such as acapacitive or inductive reactance,
then Vote will also be frequency dependent
and the ratio of Vopt to Vin ,
which is the gain
(or, in this case, loss) of the circuit, will also
be frequency dependent. Let's take, for
example, a25 pico-farad (pf) capacitor as
the shunt element and plot the function of V„ IN,, in
dB vs. frequency, where we have:

1

.5

ReS011alli

circuits,
fillers, and
traps, Part 2
By Chris Bowick,
Group Vice President/
Technology,
Jones Intercable

Vout/Vin = 20 log 10 ()( c/(R s +Xc ))

where: V„ t/V in =the loss in dB, Rs =the
source resistance in ohms, Xc =the reactance
of the capacitor in ohms = 1/coC, and (.0 =2nf.
The loss of this circuit increases as the frequency increases; thus, we have formed asimple
low-pass filter. Also, the attenuation slope eventually settles down to the rate of 6dB for every
octave (doubling) increase in frequency. This is
due to the single reactive element in the circuit.
If we now delete the capacitor from the circuit
and insert a0.05 micro-Henry (LtEI) inductor in its
place, then:
Vout/Vin

1.

Relerences

Bowick, Chris. RF
Circuit Design, SAMS
(a division of Macmillan
Computer Publishing).
Indiana, 1982-1991.
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=20 log 10 (X L/(R s +X L))

where: Vow/V in =the loss in dB, Rs =the source
resistance in ohms, and XL =the reactance of the
inductor in ohms =coL.
Here we have formed asimple high-pass filter
with afinal attenuation slope of 6dB per octave.
Thus, through simple calculations involving the
basic voltage division formula, we were able to plot
the frequency response of two separate and opposite reactive components. But what happens if we
place both the inductor and capacitor across the
generator simultaneously? Actually, this case is no
more difficult to analyze than the previous two circuits. In fact, at any frequency, we can simply
apply the voltage division rule as before. The only
difference is that we now have two reactive components to deal with instead of one, and these
reactive components are in parallel. If we make the
calculation for all frequencies of interest, we will
obtain the plot shown in Figure 1. The mathematics
behind this calculation, using the voltage division
CEO :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN
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rule, is really very simple, and is as follows:
Vout =Xtotai(Vin)ARs
and where

Xtotai)

Xtotal =XcXLAXc +XL)
If you substitute the second equation into the
first, and combine terms, you will find that the loss
(in dB) at any frequency may be calculated from
the equation:
VoutNin = 20 log 10 (coL/(R s -ceR sLC+jui))
Notice in the plot, that if we use asource resistance of only 50 ohms, and the inductor and
capacitor values given above, we form avery simple low-Q (wide bandwidth) resonant circuit centered in frequency at about 142.35 MHz. At both
40 MHz, on the low side of resonance, and at 500
MHz, on the high side of resonance, for example,
its attenuation is only down by about 12 dB-not a
very exciting filter. As we continue to move away
from resonance in either direction, the slope of the
curve settles to about 6dB per octave.
We can make good use of the characteristics of
tuned and resonant circuits by placing various
reactive elements such as inductors and capacitors in different configurations so that we can create the frequency response desired for our
networks-lowpass, highpass, bandpass or bandstop. In order to simplify the above analysis, however, it was done with the assumption that the
components utilized were perfect, or lossless.
In addition, the impedance of the source and
the load will have asignificant impact on the performance of any filter. For these reasons, in the
coming months, we'll examine the effect of these
phenomena on the Q of the tuned circuit, with the
ultimate goal of improving our understanding of
the inner- workings of filters and traps. CED
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CAPITAL C URRENTS

T
he FCC's 500-page decision on cable rate regulation provides cable operators with two choices:
"benchmark" rates and cost-of-service rates.
Benchmark rates are straightforward-you read the
price per channel right off the FCC's chart.
Cost-of-service rates are more complicated.
They require detailed accounting procedures
and studies to allocate costs that are shared
among different services.
But telephone companies, which have been
subject to cost-of-service rate regulation
since the Communications Act was passed
into law in 1934, have become masters at the
game. They have developed tricks that take
advantage of the system in order to charge
rates that are higher than allowed.
Now, Icould go ahead and make up examples of telephone company cheating on rate
regulation. But why do that when the recent
FCC decision on "expanded interconnection
tariffs" and other FCC decisions can offer real
examples.

Rate
regulation:
Tricks al
Me trade
By Jeffrey Krauss,
independent
telecommunications
policy consultant and
President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy of
Rockville, Md.
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Double recovery ol costs

The most common trick in telephone cost
studies is to include the same costs in two different parts of the analysis. For example, for
these "expanded interconnection tariffs" the
telcos must make available floor space in
telco central offices for competitive access
providers to lease. So "floor space" is aspecific tariff element, and its direct costs include
building costs, electric power, and other
costs. But in reviewing the telco filings, the
FCC discovered that floor space, electric
power and these other charges are also
included in general network operation expenses,
which become part of the overhead loading factors that are applied to direct costs. So if they had
not been caught, they would be recovering these
costs twice.
United Tel was caught trying to double-recover
labor costs. In calculating installation labor costs
for DS-1 crossconnect and DS-3 crossconnect
rates, United included the engineering and installation labor both as an annual expense associated
with the location space, and as part of the deprecbtion expense for the equipment. BellSouth was
caught trying to recover costs of space construction in both non-recurring and recurring charges.
GTE tried asimilar approach.
Bell Atlantic developed space occupancy
charges based on local office space rental rates,
and then added administrative costs for periodic
review of each central office. But the FCC said the
local rental rates include atypical landlord's overhead costs such as periodic review of the landlord's space, so adding in the administrative costs
was double recovery. US West also used local
office space rental rates, and then added on
property taxes and operating costs, even though
the FCC said that local rental rates probably
incJude those factors already.
If you can't get away with double recovery, then
try misallocation. In telephone company practice,
this means taking acost that is actually used for
one service and charging it to another service.
CED :C OMMUNICATIONS E NGINEERING & D ESIGN
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This is most commonly done to reduce the price
of competitive services and shift the costs to
monopoly services.
One example of misallocation of costs, dredged
out of ancient history, is the AT&T allocation of
microwave transmission costs for anew data
transmission service in the mid-1970s. AT&T was
competing with astartup company named Datran
that later went bankrupt. AT&T had an extensive
network of intercity microwave links that it used for
long distance voice circuits. Each microwave
radio channel had alow-frequency portion that
was typically not used for voice circuits. AT&T
devised away to carry data circuits on this part of
the microwave channel, and called it Data Under
Voice. AT&T took the position that no microwave
costs should be allocated to the new data service,
because the microwave systems were installed to
carry voice, and adding Data Under Voice did not
decrease their voice capacity.
The FCC rejected this position. The FCC cited
AT&T technical journals showing that this spectrum could be used for video and other services,
and should therefore have an "opportunity cost"
assigned to it in the ratemaking process.
In that same AT&T data services case, by the
way, the FCC also caught AT&T overstating the
growth of demand for the new data service. The
result was alower cost-per-circuit than would
have resulted from alower demand. If you take a
fixed network cost and divide it by alarger number of circuits, you get asmaller cost-per-circuit.
It's all simple arithmetic.
Cable operators may be more familiar with cost
misallocation in connection with pole attachment
rates. Telephone and electric companies allocate
the cost of the pole among the cable, electric and
telephone services it carries. The FCC Rules contain procedures for allocating the costs of poles.
But sometimes the telephone companies get it
wrong.

Getting caught
The examples above come from FCC decisions
where the double recoveries and misallocations
were caught in the course of rate investigations. In
arate investigation, FCC accountants and competitors' accountants spend weeks poring over
the telephone company's rate development procedures. A rate investigation creates an enormous
burden on FCC staff resources.
But if you get caught, then what? Is getting
caught misallocating rental costs as serious as
cable leakage, where you can get socked with a
$20,000 fine?
No. In most cases, the FCC simply tells you to
change your rates to the level that its accountants
calculate. In really egregious cases, if you've
been caught overcharging the public by millions
of dollars, you may be required to refund the overcharges. But not always. In 1984, Comsat was
caught earning excessive profits of nearly $50 million during the previous four years. But the FCC
never ordered arefund.
So don't look at cost-of-service rate regulation as
aterrible new regulatory burden. Look at it as an
interesting opportunity. CUD
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There Are Three New Ways oProvi se
Your Customers With Better Service
Sencore's "CHANNELIZERS" are designed
to pinpoint RF video problems and
performance test any RF Distribution
System faster and more accurately than
ever before.
Come see us at the
Eastern Show, Booth #459

Inspect
(SL 7501)

Monitor
(SL 750M)

CHOICE

SYSTEM

Sencore Introduces The New
"Tech Choice" Line Of CATV
Instruments Featuring:
• Automatic measurements of both the audio and
video- carriers on all cable channels (FCC, HRC,
IRC) including UHF. Simply enter the channel
or frequency and the reading is displayed on
the easy-to-read LCD display. (SL750A Only)
• Exclusive "on-channel" tests for C/N and HUM.
No need to tune off-channel or remove modulation to
make these important tests parameters. Gives you the reading you need when you need it.
• Simultaneously monitor the RF level of both your high and low pilot, with an exclusive pilot test.
Makes all your system balancing asnap.
Best of all, Sencore's "CHANNELIZERS" are designed to stand up to everyday field use. The rugged
light-weight cases protect your instrument from all types of conditions.
To find out more on how the "CHANNELIZERS" will make adifference in your testing, troubleshooting,
and system maintenance call 1-800-SENCORE, and talk with your Area Sales Representative about
putting aunit in your hands and finding out for yourself.

NCC::01=1

3200 Sencore Drive. Sioux Falls, SD 57107
Direct:(605) 339-0100 Fax: (605) 339-0317

Call 1-800-SENCORE Ext, 606 Today!
(736-2673)
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Digital video vs. AM
supertrunking: Part 2

SAMh e = secondary AM cost per system mile
with headend quality hub site
Tc =cost of AM transmitter
Nc =cost of AM node
R =transmitter usage ratio
Nm =miles of RF plant served per node

Amodel can be developed which employs head-

By Robert W. Harris
Sr. Applications
Engineer-Fiber Optics
C-COR Electronics, Inc.

LURE 3

Fiber rich CATV
system block diagram with no hub
site(s)

Secondary AM
(SAM) link

•
Headend

TA =Trunk amp
LE = Line extender

Using today's pricing, we find the secondary
AM fiber electronic cost to be about $575 per
mile. Again, this cost is assuming that the hub is
providing headend quality signals at the input of
the secondary AM transmitters.

end to hub supertrunking in a550-MHz, fiber-rich
architecture. Out of the headend and each hub
site is an AM link (defined in this paper as the secondary AM link or SAM). The SAM link carries the
full 50 MHz to 550 MHz AM-VSB signal format.
Following the SAM link are four power doubling
trunk amplifiers, apower doubling bridger and
two power doubling line extenders. The serving
area covered by each secondary AM node is 12.5
miles of RF plant. The EOL performance objective
is 48 dB CNR, -53 dBc CTB and -58 dBc CSO.
Figure 3shows the fiber-rich CATV system block
diagram.

Hub site led digitally
The output of adigital video fiber optic
supertrunk yields aperformance identical to that
of astandard CATV headend. Again, the secondary AM link distance and RF amplifier operating levels are determined such that the EOL
performance of the system is met. The secondary
AM path distance, RF operating levels and EOL
performance are given in Table 3. It is found that
the same operating parameters as in the example
above for the secondary AM path loss and RF output operating levels can be used.
Using equation 1and again using today's pricing, we find the secondary AM fiber electronic
cost to be about $575 per mile.

Hub she with headend quality
As abaseline, the hub site is first considi ered to be an operational headend. This will
be abest case initial starting point allowing
maximum optical path losses on the SAM
links and highest RF output levels. Next, the
SAM link distance and RF amplifier operating
levels are determined such that the EOL performance of the system is met. The secondary
AM path distance, RF operating levels and
EOL performance is given in Table 2.
Typically, the secondary AM link will use
optical splitting in order to serve two or more
nodes from asingle transmitter. A common
transmitter-to- receiver usage ratio (R) is 1:2.5
TA
/ i or one transmitter per 2.5 nodes. In other
j
words, each AM link has 40 percent of the cost
of an AM transmitter. From this,
we can determine the secondary AM cost per sysTA
,
-tem mile from an ideal
starting point (a headend)
using the equation,

[LAM

Huh site led from
supertrunk
The LLAM supertrunk provides near-headend
quality. The CNR performance is about 58 dB
through optical loss budgets of about 12 dB.
However, even though lightly loading the transmitters with 9to 13 channels, afinite and measurable
level of composite distortions still exist.
With the hub site being fed from aLLAM
supertrunk, the secondary AM link distance and
RF amplifier operating levels are determined such
that the EOL performance of the system is met.
The secondary AM path distance, RF operating
levels and EOL performance are given in Table 4.
Table 4shows that the LLAM performance has
affected the secondary AM node optical path distance as well as the operating levels of the RF
plant. The secondary AM link distance was lowered by 2dB and the RF operating levels of the
bridger and line extenders was lowered by 2dB.
These two changes were necessary in order to
meet the same EOL performance as achieved
with adigital supertrunk to the hub site(s).

\

>

SAMh e = [(T c

R) + Nc]/Nm

(1)

where:

Cascade Eellp
- MenÏâe;c7
.
:
elOrir''
Editor's Noie:
Last month's article posed
several questions, including the impact of LLAM
supertrunks on AM secondary fiber, RF cascade
performance and overall
system cost. This month's
second and final segment
aims to answer these
questions through several
cable "models."

Output

CNR
(dB)

Cfill
(dBc)

(dBc)

N/A

60

-120

-120

-65

-62
-63

1

Output of headend

1

Secondary AM fiber to Nodes, 80
channel loading, 10 dB optical path

37/32

52

4

27 dB spaced power-doubling TA

39/33

53

-62

1

27 dB gain power-doubling BA

43/34

56

-69

-67

2

30 dB operational gain powerdoubling LE

43/34

59

-66

-65.5

EOL
performance

48

-53

-58

LE 2

Cascade performance out of the headend
20
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Fiber rich CA TV system block
diagram with hub site(s)

FIGURE 4

Secondary AM
(SAM) link

TA = Trunk amp
LE = Line extender
Headend

I
' GURE 5
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System cost comparison of
supertrunking technologies
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additional costs in the
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secondary AM and RF portion of
the plant associated with the shorter
optical link distances and lower RF operating levels.
The secondary AM link can still use
optical splitting in order to serve two or
more nodes from asingle transmitter.
Each node still serves 12.5 miles of plant.
However, there is now only 8dB of fiber
path loss to work with instead of 10 dB, a
20 percent reduction. This reduces our
transmitter-to-receiver usage ratio (R) by
20 percent to 1:2.0 or one transmitter per
two nodes. In other words, each AM link
now supports 50 percent of the cost of an
AM transmitter. From this, we can determine the LLAM fed secondary AM cost
per mile. Using equation la we find,
SAMIl em =.[T c *R) + Nc]/Nm

22

where:
SAMIl em = secondary AM cost per mile
with Lightly Loaded AM hub site.
This shows that the secondary AM cost
per mile has increased to $680 per system mile. Relative to the headend quality
fed hub site, this represents an additional $105 per system mile in secondary AM fiber electronic costs.
There is also acost penalty for
operating RF amplifiers at lower levels relative to those when served
from aheadend quality hub site.
Lower operating levels in the RF distribution results in an increase in the
number of active and passive RF
components used. Sample design
models 5 have shown that the associated cost penalty ranges from $75 to
$225 per 1dB level change per one
mile of plant with active return. An
equation is given to
calculate the additional cost of
operating RF
amplifiers at
lower levels.

Hub site

d

eeeeeeeee

(1 a)

CP rf= RF ci
m *n
(2)
where:
CPd =cost penalty per dB of RF level
change in one mile of active plant
RF ci
m =additional RF cost per mile per
ndB of level change
n= number of dB level
change from an
optimum headend output.
Using the
low end additional cost of
$75 per 1dB
per system mile
amount, we find
that 2dB lower
RF operating lev400
els results in an
4s 00
additional $150
S0 00 per mile cost in
the RF plant.
0

Supertrunti costs

This section investigates the total system cost impact on the secondary AM
and RF electronic components as aresult
of employing asupertrunk. We will look at
various system sizes and determine the
cutoff point where any cost savings from
the LLAM supertrunk are offset by additional expenses in the secondary AM and
RF portion of the plant.
From the above discussions, we can
formulate an equation (equation 3) which
characterizes the total system cost
penalty from using aLLAM supertrunk
system. This model considers system size

CED : C OMMUNICATIONS E NGINEERING & D ESIGN
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in miles and assumes that acertain number of hubs would be required for agiven
system size. The cost premium of the digital supertrunk is subtracted from the cost
penalty associated with the LLAM
supertrunk.
CPIlam = 11-1/(H+1)* Nm [CP ri+
(SAMIlam

SAMhe)])

Dst

(3)

where,
CPH em =total system cost penalty from
using LLAM supertrunk
H= number of hub sites
CP r= RF cost per mile associated with
change in RF operating levels
SAMll em = secondary AM cost penalty
when using LLAM supertrunk
SAMh e =secondary AM cost when
using digital supertrunk
Nm =total number of system miles
Dst =cost premium of digital
supertrunk with H hub sites.
The following example illustrates the
point. Assume a3,000 mile plant with four
hub sites. From Table 1, the cost premium
for adigital supertrunk with four hub sites
is $440,000. From equation 3we get,
CPIl am = {4/(4+1)* 3000[$150 + ($680
-$575]} -$440,000
=$612,000 -$440,000 = $172,000.
In other words, the original cost savings
of $440,000 from using aLightly Loaded
AM supertrunk is offset by $612,000 from
additional costs in the secondary AM and
RF distribution portions of the plant. This
results in an additional $172,000 overall
system cost. Table 5and Figure 5shows
the total system cost savings or increase
when implementing aLLAM supertrunk
using avariety of system mileages.
It should be noted that any additional
cost for the receive site building(s), if any,
is not included in the total system cost.
Additional cost savings may be realized
from less expensive LLAM receive site
buildings relative to the building size and
cost requirements of adigital supertrunk
receive site. Also, the digital network used
in the example is asimple point-to-multipoint star configuration. It is assumed that
asingle bank of optical transmitters can
be split to feed all the receive sites. More
sophisticated digital networks with "self
healing" and redundancy options and/or
longer path losses requiring additional
transmitter and/or repeaters will increase
the cost of the digital network.

Advantages and disadvantages ol LEAN

There are anumber of advantages
when using the LLAM supertrunking
approach as outlined above. Through
wave-division-multiplexing (WDM), only
four fibers are required to transport 80
channels. There are no signal format
1993

The UNI-MAX ZTT power supply
ensures continuous power
for your digital or When it comes to tf ck-up power for digital signals,
time is of the essence. A break of even afew
milliseconds is unacceptable. That's why Uni-Max ZTT
analog signals.
is the right choice for situations demanding continuous
digital or analog information flow without costly
interruptions. Uni-Max ZTT features asingle
ferroresonant transformer designed to run cool and
consistent from either AC line or battery power.
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Power Protection for the Real World
Lectro Products Inc.
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changes that need to take place (AM-VSB
in, AM-VSB out). Scrambled signals are
processed in the same way as nonscrambled signals. The rack space
requirements are modest-about 20 inches
in the headend and 20 inches in the
receive site. The receive site equipment
can be located within an outdoor pedestal
that is environmentally controlled with a
relatively small (< 2,000 BTUs) air conditioning unit.
A disadvantage of LLAM supertrunk
appears in the form of added costs to the
plant due to its slightly lower performance
(near-headend quality) relative to uncompressed digital. For the given model
above, this occurs in CATV systems larger
than 2,000 miles. Also, for an 80 channel
LLAM supertrunk, there can be as many
as 12 RF bandpass filters. The use of
these filters yields seven cross-over channels. Each cross-over channel will suffer a
slight degradation relative to the noncrossover channels in carrier level and
CNR performance.
Additionally, each AM link will require
optimization for obtaining the proper RF
output and signal performance from each
frequency band. If optical automatic level
control (ALC) is not employed within each
transmitter and receiver, path loss and
transmitter output power variations over

If you
think this
is simple...

Cascade performance with digital supertrunk

ABLE 3
Cascade

Equipment description

Output
level

Digital supertrunk to hub site(s)
Secondary AM fiber to nodes, 80
channel loading, 10 dB optical path
4
2

CNR
(dB)

CTB
(dBc)

CSO
(dBc)

N/A

60

-120

-120

37/32

52

-65

-62

27 dB spaced power-doubling TA

39/33

53

-62

-63

27 dB gain power-doubling BA

43/34

56

-R4

-P7

30 dB operational gain powerdoubling LE

43/34

59

-66

-65.5

EOL
performance

48

-53

-58

Output level
550/54 MHz

CNR
(dB)

CTB
(dBc)

CSO
(dBc)

Cascade performance with LLAM supertrunk

TABLE 4
Cascade

Equipment description
LLAM supertrunk to hub site(s)

N/A

58

70

-70.5

Secondary AM fiber to nodes, 80
channel loading, 8dB optical path

37/32

54

65

-62

4

27 dB spaced power-doubling TA

39/33

53

-62

-63

1

27 dB gain power-doubling BA

41/32

54

-69

2

30 dB operational gain powerdoubling LE

41/29

67

-73
-7n

_R7 6

EOL
performance

48

-53

-58
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REGISTRATION MANAGER

O Automatic and manual
cursor placement
O Simple keypad operation
O Detailed waveform printouts
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SLACK kw
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Riser-Bondes Model 1220
MTDR Cable Fault Locator.
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O
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time may cause one or more of the RF frequency bands to vary in level relative to
one another causing each group of frequency bands being "off" in level.

Advantages and disadvantages 01 digital

Uncompressed digital video networks
provide an identical and consistent headend quality signal performance at each
and every hub site regardless of path
loss. Optimization of each digital path link
is not required. The 30 dB optical loss
budget allows for multiple splitting of the
transmitter output so as to share the cost
of the transmit equipment with multiple
receive sites. WDM can be used to transport 80 uncompressed digital channels
over three active fibers with aspare window available for future use.
Neither diplex filtering nor post-amplification is required and there are no crossover channels. The RF output levels and
performance at each digital receive site
will not vary over time due to changes in
the optical path loss. Digital systems can
be configured with patented 4 direct IF or
RF outputs with carrier frequency variation
less than +5 Hz. At least one digital video
equipment supplier can now transport all
forms of RF scrambling. The technique
used to accomplish RF scrambling is
expected to allow transportation of digi-

<>
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Total system cost savings/increase when
employing AM or digital supertrunk

LE
System
miles

5

#of hubs
(est.)

Cost of
premium
digital ($)

System cost
penalty from
LLAM ($)

Total system cost
savings/increase from
using LLAM ($)

1,000

1

205,000

127,500

-77,500

1,500

2

285,000

255,000

-30,000

2,000

3

365,000

382,500

17,500

2,500

3

365,000

478,125

113,125

3,000

4

440,000

612,000

172,000

3,500

4

440,000

714,000

274,000

4,000

5

520.000

850,000

330,000

4.500

5

520,000

956.000

436,000

5,000

6

595.000

1,092,700

497,700

tally compressed video using 16 QAM
and/or 64 QAM carriers.
As shown, the total system cost can
actually be less when using adigital network as opposed to aLLAM supertrunk.
This was due primarily to the slight performance degradation of AM resulting in
increased secondary AM and RF distribu-

tion electronic costs.
A relatively simple and inexpensive digital network (point-to-multipoint) can be
installed and later upgraded to aredundant self-healing ring network that provides the maximum level of protection
from fiber path or component failures.
With an installed digital network, aplat-

ARE YOU READY FOR COMPRESSION?
New
These new

Phase-Locked Commercial LNBs from Cal-Amp
LNBs fulfilled the need for phase-locked downconverters necessary to

receive digitally compressed satellite programming signals. Although some digital compression
formats are undefined, phase-locked commercial LNBs, which maintain low Bit Error Rates, are
recommended to ensure proper reception of
digitally compressed signals. Please call your
commercial distributor for additional details.
LNB

Specifications:

•Input Frequency 3.7-4.2 GHz
•Output Frequency 950-1450 MHz
•45° K Noise Figure, Typical
•Phase Noise -80 dBc /Hz @10 KHz
•PLL Oscillator Stability ± 2.3 ppm
• Input

VSWR 1.5:1

(-40' C to +60 0 C)

(Isolated Model: Part No. 31814)

•2year Warranty

Digi-Ready TM Phase-Locked LNB

(Part No. 31846)

•Made in the USA
California Amplifier, Inc.
460 Calle San Pablo Camarillo, CA 930 I
2
Phone (805) 987-9000 Fax (805) 987-8359
Circle Reader Service No. 15

California_
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TABLE 6

Supertrunking comparison

80

Digital

LLAM

Consistent signal performance at each hub site
(no variation in performance due to different
path losses or channel loading)

Yes

No

RF diplex filters required

No

up to 12

Channel Supertrunk Feature

Number of cross-over channels

None

Potential for variation in RF output level due to
fiber electronics

No

Requires RF scramblers at receive site(s)
Transports all forms of scrambling

7
Yes
No
Yes

RF scrambled channels transmitted per
wavelength

variable

Modulators or IF/RF converters at receive site(s)

Yes

No

Post-amplifiers required at receive site(s)
CNR

No

Yes

60 dB

58 dB

CSO (worst case)

None

-70.5 dBc

CTB (worst case)

None
5

-71.0 dBc

Yes

Yes

Number of fibers required without WDM
1550 nm optical terminal available
Number of fibers required with WDM
Platform in place for interconnected hub sites and
regional networking
Transports digitally compressed video carriers
Transparent optical repeating
Optical loss budget available

3

form is in place for future growth into
regional networking.
Digital video networks do, however,
require considerably more rack space
and power consumption than an AM
supertrunk approach. This is primarily
because each channel is processed separately. Digital system inputs typically
require baseband video and either base-

4
Yes (with
degraded
performance)

Conclusion

This paper has
examined two
methods of fiber
<14 dB
optic supertrunk<35 km
ing for CATV
applications:
Lightly Loaded AM and uncompressed 8bit digital video. LLAM supertrunking provides near-headend quality performance
through less than 14 dB optical loss while
digital video provides headend quality
through 30 dB path losses. Both technologies can employ WDM to reduce active
fiber count requirements.
The slightly lower performance of the
Yes
Yes
30 dB
100 km

Maximum point-to-point distance

8

band audio or 4.5
MHz audio subcarrier. Modulators or IF/RF
upconverters are
required at each
hub site. Each
digital receive site
requires as many
as two seven-foot
racks and air conditioning of about
7,000 BTUs. Digital receive site
equipment has
been placed in
underground
vaults, former
headend buildings, and outdoor
buildings as small
as 7feet x6feet x
8feet. Table 6
shows acomparison between
LLAM and digital
supertrunking.

Yes
No

e

AM
supertrunk
relative to
digital
supertrunking
has been
shown to
directly add
expense in
the RF and
secondary
AM portions
of the CATV
system. The
additional
expense is
reflected in
the requirement to 1)
operate the
RF distribution at lower operating levels and 2)
design lower path losses for the secondary AM links that serve the nodes.
Both of these effects can offset the original savings from the lower cost AM
supertrunk.
When considering asupertrunking
application in aCATV network, the design
engineer must consider the overall system
cost impact from each method of
supertrunking. Factors include receive
site building size, power consumption and
cooling requirements, as well as any additional RF distribution and secondary AM
costs. CED

The design

engineer must
consider the

overall system

cost impact from

each method of
supertrunking
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Operators
say: Hands
led by
red tape

WESTERN SALARIES
106 Respondents

Management
1993
$50,880
1992
$47,194

Re-regulation

Engineers
1993
$L9,626
1992
$47,009

stands to harm

technology plans

By Leslie Ellis, CED

30

I

magine how cable operators must feel.
They've finally gotten aclear vision of methods to
upgrade their networks into two-way, interactive,
broadband pipes capable of carrying voice, video
and data to schools, businesses and residences.
Yet, government regulation threatens to make
the necessary upgrades impossible to afford. So
close and yet, so far. It must be anightmare.
It's real, according to those in the technical
community. The effects of the 1992 Cable Act are
yet to be felt, but cable operators fear the days
ahead. DBS will finally launch early next year; the
telcos promise to gain more experience as a
provider of video, data and voice services.
If that wasn't enough, the pace of technological
change could cast cable systems as communications also-rans if operators are forced to postpone
system upgrades for an extended time.
It's acomplicated future, even without the
"help" the government has provided, according to
those who responded to CEO's sixth annual salary
and job satisfaction survey. The survey was
mailed to 2,000 randomly-selected CED readers
in May; 437 (21 percent) responded.
In order, the top three concerns mentioned this
year are as follows:
1. The effects of re-regulation
2. Competition
3. Pace of technological change
However, most comments on the 437 surveys
weave the top three concerns together. Usually,
CED :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

Technicians
1993
$:=0,2" 6
1992 " $29,C83

1993
1992

Overall
$41,664
$39,298

these worries read as aquestion: With the recent
regulatory setback, cable operators will likely suffer budgetetary strains: with less money, how can
the industry invest in the new technologies needed :o remain competitive against the telcos and
DBS providers?
A Florida technician sums up his regulatory
woes this way: "If cable gets the jump on the infrastructure of tomorrow, good. If the Feds give inside treatment to Bel:, it could get interesting."
"Governmental interference is at its worst,"
grouses an engineer from West Vrginia. "The current regulations are almost atextbook example of
socialism. Russia and Eastern Europe have rejected socialism, yet this country seems to becoming
more socialistic every day."
Perhaps the most stinging commentary on the
recent governmental actions against cable comes
from this 29-year old engineering manager in
Tennessee: "The federal government is well on its
way to turning our business from an entrepreneurial, raging success story to aBill Clinton/AI Gore
bureaucratic, do-nothing quagmire. It's no fun."

Telco paranoia

With telcos like Southwestern Bell and U SWest
making headlines this year by dipping their toes a
little deeper in broadband waters, it's no wonder
competition finished aclose second to re-regulation in this year's survey. Interestingly, the concerns ranged from anger to camaraderie. In years
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past, for example, the technical community fretted
about telco intervention in the cable business;
now many are actively networking with their :elco
brethren in hopes of future employment. 'I'm looking for employment with atelephone company in
my area," writes aMissouri technician. "As soon
as their hiring freeze is over, I'm there."
Others worry whether or not their corporate
management team has the wherewithal to effectively compete with the telcos. "Telcos have the
big bucks to buy broadband engineers and build
their own headends. If they all interlink, cable television is dead," theorizes aVirginia-based engineer.
One tech in the Virginia area thinks an ultimate
marriage between cable and telco could ultimately prove beneficial to subscribers. "System operators are all the same: They think
their greed and shortsightedness
can be shielded by slick marketing campaigns and whining
politicians. Maybe operators
should be absorbed by their
soulmates in the telephone business."

e

e

e

e

survey fungus

Highlights from this year's survey include:
V Raises and bonuses are up. Technical managers, engineers ard technicians are all making
more money than they did in 1992. Almost half of
the respondents received aperformance bonus in
1992; the average bonus came in at around
$1,500.
V The majority has been in cable along, long
time. The majority of this year's respondents-a
random sampling of CED's readership base-have
been in the cable television industry for over 15
years.
V Business management training is needed.
Resoundingly, cable's engineering managers, engineers and technic. ans are not pleased with the
management training they've received. This ties in

Tidal wave: Technology
The way this year's batch of
surveys read, it's awonder the
technical community can even
keep up. In fact, stress ranked
high on the list of job-related
gripes, usually because of an
acute lack of time.
A young engineer (29) in
Pennsylvania, for example, says
his schedule is so harrowing and
stressful, he's on medication "just
to keep up."
Another technician says he
uses morning commuting time to
think through his day and plan
priorities-but that invariably, by
10 a.m. his day's plan is out the
window and he's off in acompletely different direction.
Still other respondents say
they've resorting to taking trade
publications home to keep up
with new technologies. "I love to
read, but this is getting ridiculous," one engineering manager
wrote. "No offense, but Ilike to
settle down with agood book-not
an explanation of digital compression."
Interestingly, though, the time
and stress complaint seems to
be the trade-off for working at a
pace that doesn't allow repetition
or boredom. The "I'm never
bored" theme showed up on a
majority of surveys; one engineering manager says he enjoys
the overall satisfaction of knowing he can successfully juggle 45
things at atime.
T HE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND T ECHNOLOGY
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"Small ops
are in Congress'
way. Iexpect the
FCC to send in the
tiring squads any
day now."
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with another undercurrent in this
year's survey: lack of respect.
DON RILEY
Apparently, the technical group
is weary of being labeled "tech
Top five industry concerns
guys;" they want to be included
in business decisions as well
1. Effects of reregulation
as technical decisions.
2. Competition
V Staffing is up; layoffs are
3 Technclogica change
down. More than half of this
4. Keepilg staff trained
year's respondents (52
5. lncustry w de image
percent) say their compaproblems/need for
nies have added technical
better service
personnel in the past year.
Only 18 percent say their
companies have reduced
staff.
V Bosses are paying for training
and education. More than 90 percent of those surveyed say their
companies will pay for training and
education; 75 percent of those same
respondents say they've enrolled in edTop five job gripes
ucational courses within the past year.
1 NOrecop tion/respect
V Almost everybody plans to stay in
2. Lack of timeistress
cable. A whopping 90 percent of those
3. Benefks/pay
surveyed say cable is where they want
4. Conflicting ooinions witn
to be, and that they plan to be in the inmenagerneit
dustry three years from now. Several
5. Inabiky to find qualified
openly wonder, though, whether it will
technical help
be called "the cable industry" in three
years. "Cable industry-or communications industry?" one engineer
Top five Job °pluses"
writes.
1. Excellent support staff
2. Sense of sell-satisfaction
Profile of loday's engineer
3 Day-to-day challenges/
The average 1993 engineer
flexib lity of job
(who, in this forum, is achief engi4 Being on the cutting edge
neer, system VP of engineering, staff
of tecnno ogy
engineer, district engineer or plant enE. Dynamic pace of cable
gineer) is just shy of 40 years old. He
business
has worked in cable for more than 15
years. He's been with his current employer for three years or less. He
comes from alarge system with
80,000 subscribers or more and supervises about 14 technical staffers.
He loves technology and the rapid
pace of the cable business. He wants
upper management respect for the
knowledge packed away in his
head-as one engineer from Ohio puts
it, he doesn't want to be pigeonholed
as a"technical person," and not considered for general management opportunities. This isn't surprising, given
the present cyclical move of technology toward the forefront of the cable business.
He's somewhat satisfied with compensation and
advancement opportunities, and feels an above
average level of job security.
Today's engineer earns an average of $49,891,
plus an average bonus of about $1,750. The highest-paid respondent this year made $90,500 in
1992; the lowest paid made $21,000. He pays
about $100 per month for medical and dental insurance-that's up $20 from last year. He gets 17
days of vacation, on average, plus about seven
Managers
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Engineering concerns

Lack of time. However,
receiving vacation time and
actually using it are two separate
realities. As this year's engineers put it, they're too
busy to even take vacation. "There's no rest in my
job." comments an engineer in Colorado. "I have
alot of vacation saved up, but no time to take it."
One of the biggest time-eaters, the engineers
say, is the never-ending stream of paperwork and
reports which must be completed before awork
day is considered "over." As one engineer puts it,
his MS0 is paperworking him to death. "The
amount of paperwork Ihave to deal with is insane," says aNew York-based engineer. "There's
asignificant lack of corporate support in this
area."
Gripes with management. This year's surveys
indicate that cable's engineers are increasingly
dissatisfied with system-level and corporate management. A case in point is this bitter comment
from an engineer in Maryland: "We are pennywise and dollar stupid. Everything is 'how cheap
car we do it now.' Isincerely believe that the
CATV industry cannot function solely on what appears on the bottom of aledger. Our company
has lost its nerve."
That "bottom line" management style is a
painful thorn to engineers, according to the comments on this year's survey forms. 'We constantly
hold back commitments to technology because
A UGUST 1993

BROADBAND INNOVATIONS
T

he life blood

of any cable
operator is
customer satisfaction.One part of
that is supplying the programming
choices that customers want, and
that means being able to add
more channels when you want.
Broadband Microwave systems
from Hughes AML can upgrade
your channelized system and let
you carry 80 analog channels and
virtually hundreds of digital
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to maintain rack space. Hughes
systems are transparent to digital
schemes like 64 OAM and 16
VSB, so they also fit in the
architecture of the future.
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Industry, go with Hughes AML.
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of the lack of aperceived payback. If the
industry doesn't invest soon, it'll be left in
the cold—myself included," writes an engineer in Michigan.
Specifically, engineers seem to be unhappy about the communications flow between themselves and management. "We
are in the communications business, and
it seems that communications is what we
lack," says an engineer in Pennsylvania.
Need for training. "Technical training is
desperately needed," bemoans an engineer in California. Another engineer in the
same state complains that good-quality
technical people are hard to find with the

e

funds available. "We lose many good
techs because of the chickenfeed wages
the MSOs are willing to pay."
Another engineer from Wisconsin says
that the hiring situation is so bad there, no
one even applies when he puts an ad in
the paper for atechnical position. "We
wind up with poor help because our pay
scale is poor. You get what you pay for,"
he writes.

Technician profile

e

e

e

e

years old. He makes about $30,700, on
average, and an additional $330 or so in
bonus money. The highest-paid tech this
year brought home $60,000; the lowest
paid received $8,000.
The average 1993 technician has been
in the cable industry for more than 15
years; he's been at his current job and
with his current employer for six to 10 of
those 15 years. He comes from alarge
system, with 80,000 or more subscribers.

This year's "average" technician—defined in the survey as an installer, technician or technical manager—is just ove 37
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If you're expanding your fiber
plant, there's only one way to splice it...
clean and simple!
Tight Wrap fibers are individually coated with a900 micron buffer
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is very articulate. He knows the high tech
issues and has an exceptionally good
grasp on the day-to-day technical operations of his system. His top-three concerns are competition, the effects of reregulation and the quest to keep up with
technological change. He spends agood
deal of time speculating about the future.
"It appears to me that the industry has
been so profit-oriented, it failed to posture
itself for asecure future. Re-regulation, in
my opinion, is the result of industrywide
greed," theorizes one technician.
Another technician from the

He receives almost 18 vacation days per
year, as well as eight personal/paid holDON RILEY
idays. He pays just over $100 in medical/dental insurance premiums per
Top five industry concerns
month ($10 more per month than last
1. Effects of
year).
reregulation
On average, technicians have high
2. Competition
regard for the security of their job, but
3. Technicalogical
several comment openly about the
change
long-term effects of headend consol 4. Training
dation and trunk amp reductions.
5. "Bottom line"
Engineers

management
styles

Technician concerns

VA

The respondents in this year's survey paint a picture of atechnician who
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the future of the cable business: "Is the
cable industry and our system willing to finance the cost of technological advancement so we can effectively compete in the
future telecommunications field-and not
be confined to just delivering video?"
Pay scale. A common thread among
the technicians is ageneral dissatisfaction
with wages and benefits; in fact, that point
rose to the surface as the number one
job-related gripe. A tech from Missouri, for
example, grumbles that he has "much too
much month at the end of the money."
"I look at it this way," writes atechnician
in Florida. "Our rates go up 10 percent,

e

e

eee

my bills go up 7percent, and I'm told I'm
lucky my pay was raised by 3percent.
Does this make me happy? Not."
Long hours/stress. Like the engineers, the technical group also suffers
from stress-related maladies attributable to many long hours.
One technician from South Carolina
says he works all day only to come
home to more service calls. "I've
worked here for 13 years. Subscribers
now call me at home, instead of calling
the office!"
Today's tech, while he likes what he
does, feels he doesn't have the right
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Enclosures...
Flat out better!
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0

0

Technicians
AGE BANK
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101 Respondents

nagement
1993
$49,006
1992
$47,379
Engineers
1993
$4.4,522
1992
$43,184
Technicians
1993
$32,347
1992
$30,762

1993
1992

Overall
$40,836
$39,301

tools
or staff to
do the job
right. He wants more recognition for his efforts. Several respondents
complain that technicians, as agroup, are
not respected.
Training. Training is another issue
widely commented upon by this year's
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e

e

eeee

technicians. In anutshell, they feel as
though technology keeps on moving,
while training stagnates. "Training is abig
issue with me-it's still sink or swim around
here," writes one tech.
"With all the new technologies and advancement in the cable industry-fiber optics, digital compression, HDTV and consumer-friendly devices-we are not getting
any training for it," one technician worries.
Another technician says he's had fiber in
his system for more than ayear, but has
yet to receive any training on the technology.
On the up side, the average technician
likes the fact he can work away from the
office without direct supervision. Typical
comments from the technicians illustrate a
guy who likes "not being cooped up all
day," and very much likes "not having a
supervisor breathing down my neck."
He enjoys being on the cutting edge of
new technologies, and finds great satisfaction in meeting new people every day.
He very much enjoys his co-workers. And
then there's this off-color 'plus" from a
Louisiana-based tech: "I can spew
enough techno-babble to amaze or confuse most laymen Imeet."

Management profile

The portrait of the 1993 engineering

e

manager-which includes plant managers,
system managers, presidents and VPs of
engineering-is aguy (although ahandful
of women responded in this category)
who is the oldest of the three categories,
at just over 41 years old. He pockets an
average salary of $49,900, with an extra
$3,100 in bonus money. The highest paid
manager made $130,000 last year; the
lowest paid made $20,000. He's pleased
with his salary, for the most part.
Today's engineering manager supervises about 17 people. He's been in the industry for more than 15 years, and has
been with his current employer between
four and six years. He supervises asystem with 80,000 subscribers or more. Last
year, the average engineering manager
took 16 vacation days and eight paid holidays/personal days. He pays the most per
month for medical and dental insurance,
at $116.

Management concerns

Gripes with management.
Surprisingly, even the engineering managers have bones to pick with management-presumably, in this case, corporate
management. For starters, they don't like
spending valuable time settling personnel
disputes. "Most of the time, Ifeel like ahuman resources manager and ababysitter
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1993
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$48.939
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1993
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$40 872
$38,502
Technicians
1993
1992
$29,501
$28,128
Overall
1993
1992
$39,968
$37,871

as opposed to aplant manager in ahighly
technical field," says aCalifornia-based
manager.
Another management gripe is alack of
attention to customer service issues. "It's
amiracle Ihaven't been tarred and feathered and run out of town," laments amanager in Arkansas about management's indifference to customer service. In fact,
many of the engineering managers wrote
heavily about cable's perceived image as
"money hungry pigs: and how badly that
needs to change.
"If the current negative perception of
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the cable industry isn't changed by
improved customer service, we all
might as well hang up our gaffs and
go home," comments aplant manager in California. "Competitors will key
in on these issues."
Still others complain about how
top-heavy their management team is.
"There are too many chiefs and not
enough Indians-it slows down the action process and holds up positive
change," comments aNew Yorkbased engineering manager.
One engineer from North Carolina
has this idea for corporate management: "The big MSOs should consider cooperating on training and standardization efforts-they should get
back to basics. Bigger is not always
better.. look at Sears."
Time/stress. Like their engineering and technical associates, today's
engineering managers appear to be
completely tapped out for time. As a
result, they say, they're burning out.
"There's too much work and too little
time," scribbles amanager in
Massachusetts. "Workload has increased while staff has not."
"I'm burned out," concurs a52year-old manager in Washington "In the
last five months, three technical managers
in this part of the state have left the industry because of stress and frustration."
Manpower/training. This year's engineering managers lump their concerns
about staffing and training. The surveys
indicate acommon feeling among managers that qualified technical help is hard
to find, and when it is found, there are
training funds.
"In my 18-plus years in the industry, I've
noticed that we always jump in with new
technologies and new ideas-and then
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train our people," laments amanager in
North Carolina. "We should train first, then
build bigger and better."
Managers also seem bothered they
can't offer their technical staffers better
pay and benefits. "I'm with asmall system," writes amanager in Pennsylvania. "I
wish Icould be able to pay my employees
abetter salary-I really do."
Praise for support staff. However, despite their complaints, engineering managers are exceptionally complimentary
about their staff. They enjoy asense of
satisfaction when acustomer calls in and
praises an employee.
They like being able to make decisions
that will ultimately affect the success or
failure of the company.
In all, the managers, see cable as arewarding industry in which to work.
"Despite all the perceived negatives, it's
still fun to come to work each day," writes
amanager in North Carolina.

Final analysis

Complaints aside, however, it appears
most within cable's technical and engineering ranks are largely satisfied.
Indeed, their compliments are just as
hearty as their criticisms. Certainly, if they
weren't satisfied, they would have left the
industry long ago. Instead, this year's survey illuminates the fact that all three
groups-engineers, engineering managers
and technicians-have been in the industry
for 15 years or more.
One has to wonder, though, about this
comment from aMassachusetts-based
technician: "The challenge for me is being
able to pick out aline problem or an outage. It's almost as good as sex!"
Sorry, Massachusetts. Jury's still out on
that one. .. and you most definitely need
some time off! CZD
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The cable industry has always relied on Jerrold

When it comes to
1GHz taps, you know
whose name to put
on the line.

for products that are both dependable and
innovative. Today that tradition continues: The new
Jerrold 1GHz taps are now ready for delivery.

Jerrold
General Instrument

If you've installed Jerrold taps within the past
ten years, you can upgrade to the new 1GHz
models and save up to $250 per mile in installation
costs simply by changing the faceplates. Th's
backward compatibility is consistent with Jerrold's
continued commitment to the installed base.
There are other benefits, too. Jerrold's
approach was to maintain the full spectrum of
return path in achieving 1GHz. All Jerrold taps
provide asolid return path starting at 5MHz,
allowing you to take full advantage of the growing
upstream revenue potential.
Jerrold 1GHz taps deliver superior performance
and costs savings. For more information, call
1800 523-6678 (in the U.S.), 215-674-4800
(outside the U.S.), or fax 215-956-6497
(anywhere). Get us on the Line today!
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The wodd's first
500 channel laser
has arrived.

Harness the power of astar...Jerrold's
STARFIRE" 750 laser is now available for your
network. 500 channels!
The STARFIRE 750 provides a750 MHz
passband allowing, for example, up to 60 analog
channels.. with 500 more channels using 10:1
DigiCable" video compression.
Like its STARFIRE predecessors, the 750
provides superior picture quality and analog
performance — even with the added digital loading.
All on one fiber.
Combining the advantages of bandwidth
expansion, digital compression and STARBURST
architecture, the STARFIRE 750 is ready when you
are. Once in place, it helps make an easy transition
to an analog/digital channel line-up. It's the next
generation of lasers.
Only Jerrold could introduce a500 channel
laser designed exclusively for cable TV And
we're not stopping there. We help you prepare for
tomorrow by working with you today. For
more information, please call 1800 523-6678
(in the U.S.), 215-674-4800 (outside the U.S.),
or fax 215-956-6497 (anywhere).
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PRODUCT/SERVICES
CED Product/Services Update offers the latest
equipment and services available.
Many of these will be featured at the '93
Great lakes Cable Expo and the Eastern Show.

CONSTRUUCTION

Each update features a reader service number.
Additional information is available FREE by simply
completing the corresponding reader service
card located on page 53. Make the most of this
special service by making your request NOW!

Discover
ABC CABLE PRODUCTS, INC.
ABC offers:

•RF to Optical Fiber
Converters (RFFC)
provides users the
ability to intermix
RF signals wittoptical fiber

•A full line of high
quality, costeffective, OEM,
compactible remote
control units

271 Mayhill Street
Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662

6950 S. Tucson Way, Unit C
Englewood, Cl:) 80112
Tel: (800) 777-2259
Fax: (303) 792-2642

JaPead
,931 A.13 S

CABLE
PRODUCTS

•
ON

Arrow Fastener Company, Inc.

•For more information and ademonstra-ion,
visit us at the Great Lakes Cable Expo, Booth # 739

I.

Circle Reader Service No. 100

AN ARROW EXCLUSIVE!

Introducing the ARROW T-59 Wiring Tacker and the #5911
Series Insulated Staple. The Exclusive design of the ARROW T59 Wiring Tacker and the #5911 Insulated Staple allows safe
and secure installation of all types of wng from 1/4" (6 mm) to 5/16"
(8mm) in diameter. The #5911 Series Insulated Staple with its
special coating increases holding power by over 3times.
For more information, contact:

We Unow Cur
Couplers Will Meet
Your W IWW I
I
%
Because They Meet This One:

Felime 11A-NWT-0111 201
• Virtually All BT&D Couplers Meet or
Exceed Applicable Bellcore Requirements
• BT&D Performance Guarantee
• Premium Products at Off-the-Shelf Prices
• Products and Support Tailored to Your
Needs

and
Alcoa Fujikura Ltd. El

ALCOA

Telecommunicallons Division

//

have forged an

\

agreement to have
' JCA represent Alcoa
Fujikura's complete line
/of fiber optic cable, fusion
splicers and accessories.
Jerry Conn will offer this
new line over a 24-state
area encompassing the
eastern United States. Look

fiber requirements.

Jerry Conn Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 444, Chombersburg, PA 17201

500 North Walnut Road
Kennet Square, PA 19348

Airborne Signal Metering
now you can Test with the Best!!!
announcing our Olf-Season Saver Rates...
savings of up to 50% from regular rates
Call or Write TODAY
This is alimited time offer
and some restriction do apply
Airborne CLI
Testing
It's Still As Easy As 1, 2, 3...

SOLUTION:
Contact Earthvision
Systems.
With Earthvision System's Multiple Offset
Focus Feed System
(MOFF.2), you can effectively receive signals from
2or more satellites simultaneously (for example:
G5, C3, C4). See us for
more details.

1. Simply the most advanced technology:
The "Rogers System".
2. Simply the most useful reports:
4color on detailed franchise map.
3. Simply the most experience:
nearly 1million miles flown.

We also supply acomplete line of headend
products.

10108 32nd Ave. W. Suite 2-B

Earthvision Systems Ltd.
826 57th Street East
Saskatoon, Sask. Canada S7K 5Z1
Phone: (306) 931-8822
Fax:
(306)931-8787

Everett, WA 98204
Phone: (206) 290-9800
Fax: (206) 290-9338

Eminence
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•universally
adaptable
•galvanized steel
construction
•mechanically
rigid, stable
•computer-generated parameters
•ideal for CATV,
SMATV, educational and broadcast tv systems
•low price of
$450.40 (includes
complete MOFF
kit and 2C-band
feedhorns)

JePeald01003

INC

PROBLEM:
How to catch 3
birds on 1dish.

80 !A-loS

FLIGHT TRAC

ON3CIV3H

170

1-800-233-7600

801 A-laS

flexible solutions to your

ON

1-SO0-54543U

Peald alpi!O

for exciting, innovative and

SO I. 'oN

FLYOVERS
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Call Us At

Jerry Conn Associates, Inc.
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VIDEO MASTER VM 771
AUTOMATIC VIDEO LEVEL CONTROL

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$315

ANOTHER INNOVATIVE NEW PRODUCT FROM:

LOW COST!
HIGH VALUE!
BUY NOW!

FM SYSTEMS, INC.
1-800-235-6960

1-714-3355

3877 South Main St., Santa Ana, CA 92707
MADE IN THE USA

62

FEATURES
•Control for 4VCRs

•Internal 5x1video and audio switcher
•Control interfaces available for most industrial and professional VCR's
•Optional control for selected 10 x1switchers
•Rack Mount available

FAX 1-714-979-0913

Model

•Unattended videotape playback
•Automated recording
•Programmable audio/video switching
•S695.00

LEIGHTRONIX, INC.
2330 Jam Drive, Holt, MI 48842 (517) 694-5589, FAX (517) 694-4155

SOLID BAR YAGI ARRAYS

4

VIDEO SENSOR

SITCO ANTENNAS: MANUFACTURER OF
HIGH QUALITY, COMPETITIVELY PRICED ARRAYS

SOL 'oN aoymas _weed 9

Circle Reader Service No. 106

Video Output =1Vp-p
Sync Output =40 IRE Units
White Output =100 IRE Units, Max
Color Burst =40 IRE Units
Up to 2Vpp 60Hz, Clamped Out
H.F. Video Loss, Compensated.

SIZE:
H = 3"
W =2"
D = 6"

N3C1V3H

NO FRONT PANEL RACK SPACE REQUIRED
FULLY AUTOMATIC •NO ADJUSTMENTS, EVER!

FOR OVER 30 YEARS...

COMPARE OUR PRICING:

Monroe Electronics is happy to introduce the
new Model 624 VIDEO SENSOR which
provides automatic 2X1 audio-follow-video
switching by monitoring the loss of horizontal
sync pulses.
When video is lost on the
primary source the 624 will automatically
switch to the secondary video source until the
primary source returns. With the 624's small
size; easy installation; and low price the
Model 624 VIDEO SENSOR is cheap
insurance against lost video. So call Monroe
today and we'll be happy to help eliminate
your loss of video problems!

NE" ELECTRONICS
MONROE

LYNDONVILLE, NEW YORK 14098

Great Lakes Expo, Booth 431

800 821 6001
716 765 2254
FAX 716 765 9330

UHF SINGLE BAYS.

$50 to $68

UHF QUAD ARRAYS .

$238 to $274

LEAKAGE DIPOLE .

PREMIER

MAGAZINE OF

$I20

STACKS, QUADS, C.P. ARRAYS,
CUSTOM SPACING
CALL FOR DETAILS.

SITCO Antennas
110330 N E Marx St •P. O. Box 20456
Portland, OR 97220

(503) 253-2000

Eastern Cable Show, Booth 121
THE

$150 to $1400

VHF ARRAYS
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Supeadp
NEW STANDARD FOR
BROADBAND ADDRESSABILITY

o
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a
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DAWN

SATELLITE

INC

PHONE 969-0010 FAX 969-0377

cr

SUBSCRIBER EQUIPMENT

TOLL (8

00)

866-6969

•Compatible with PAL, SECAM & NTSC
•Transparency with future HDTV format
See us at the Great Lakes Cable Expo, Booth #224

H1Z 2W4
Ph: (514) 374-6335 Fax: (514) 374-9370

8750 8th Ave., Montreal, Quebec, Canada

1.1.

BLOCK TRANSLATOR

FOR 270-770 MHz ILNCI INPUT RECEIVER. Designed to allow the use of higher
performance, cost effective 950-1450 Mhz IF LNBs with Scientific Atlanta series
6650 receivers. The block translator effectively translates the 950-1450 Mhz IF
output from astandard LNB, to the 270-770 MHz IF band required by the S/A
receivers. Many other frequency conversions are available.

H EWLETT

P
AY TV THEFT
I
NCREASE YOUR
REVENUES
CHAMELEON
Addressable Pay TV Scrambling System

PACKARD
Hewlett-Packard for your Cable
Television Measurement Solutions

Meets all field FCC
proof-of-performance
requirements

()
-o
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a)

7
.2

o
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Chameleon uses digital encryption and locked microprocessor
technology to create a new, secure, cost effective,
Addressable Pay T.V. System. The Chameleon was developed
by a cable company to stop the theft of pay TV signals in their
own systems. In the development of the Chameleon they
added 100 tier levels, PPV options, Preview options and much
more. If you suspect you might have a theft problem with your
existing equipment, would like to upgrade to a more secure
system or don't presently have an addressable system, the
Chameleon can help. Look for the Chameleon at the Eastern
Show, booth #549.
Manufactured by:

NCA Microelectronics

(a division of The Fundy Cable Group)
Phone: 506) 634-0000
FAX: (506) 634-5135

.LN3INd11103 J.S3J.

OLD RECEIVERS WITH SPLIT FREQUENCIES OTHER
THAN 9501450 MHz. MAY FEED UP TO 12 RECEIVERS

•Return on investment in
about two years
•1GHz
•Standard multi-tap allowing
later upgrades
•Uses technology with 10 years
of reliable service
•Permanent sub drop, electronic
connects and disconnects

J.N3INdlf103 1:131111:10SIMS

WE'RE THE KNOWLEDGEABLE
PEOPLE ON SATELLITE
SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

L I1\1 =

ON 801AJeS Jape% G10110

E .I_ E C. T

800-452-4844 ext. 2994
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CONVERGENCE '93'

nteractive Television

September 13 & 14 •Santa Clara, Calif.
Convergence DI
Industries

Television is on the threshold of a

Telephone

major change in programming. Providing
Convergence '93 is being presented
by acoalition of companies who
believe this information is critical to
the industry's future.

Sponsoring Organizations

Computer
Hardware

the next generation of interactive, multimedia-based services will require a

Program
Producers

Wireless

unique new partnership between the

..••••1••••

Cable
Television

software
Development

Multimedia

cable, computer and entertainment communities. The Convergence II conference will be agathering of the

AT&T

creators, technologists and business professionals who will create and supply these services, with executives from the compa-

Athanend
Teleconomunleallenn
Solution.

UNan

nies who will market and distribute them to consumers, to

d

HEWLETT
PACKARD

NETWORK

Jerrold
General Instrument

(v) PIONEcn
The Art of Entertainment

?REVUE TRAKKE,.
NETWORKS, INC

Scientific
Atlanta
YOUR CHOICE

Official Publications

Multichannel News

[
1
,1WCED
•

0

IN

k

500 Channels, Digital Compression and
Interactivity...You Want it When? A technical/
non-technical briefing and brainstorming of what
capabilities producers of this new generation of
programming want...and what the engineering
community can provide in what time frame.
As well as sessions on...
Competition for Multimedia Delivery
Will Consumers Pay for Interactivity
Interactive Sports •Interactive Advertising
Interacting with Kids •Interactive Games
Making the Billing/Information Support
Transition to Transaction
Interactive Educational Services
Shopping/Retail Services
MPEG, Compression and Smart TVs
Interactive Entertainment
Sex, Sin and Personal TV

Session topics and speake's subject to change.

For full information return this coupon to Jayne at CommPerspectives, 600 S. Cherry St. #400, Denver, CO 80222.
Phone 303.393-7449. Fax 303/393-7139.
Name
Title
Company

Conference Producer
o
r
vilia

Cable's Role in an Interactive, Multimedia
Video Marketplace—A blue-libbon panel
including acable operator, computer executive,
programmer, electronic program guide developer, multimedia producer and interactive network
official will provide alook at the video marketplace of the future.
Navigating on a500 Channel, Interactive
Ocean—An in-depth view of consumer look,
feel and compatibility issues including electronic program guides and navigational systems,
remotes and other interactive input devices,
and set-tops.
Will Video Be On Demand? Is cable on the
verge of blowing the video rental business out
of existence, or is Video on Demand too expensive to deliver on the scale lhat consumers
want? And, will customers be comfortable
adding to their cable bills?

-•it PRODIGY

G

take to bring them to market.

Conference sessions will include...

HOME
SHOPPING

5

explore what these new services will include and what it will

•

Address
City

I Conference management provided by
Pittelli & Partners, Inc.

Phone

State
Fax

Zip
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TES"MALCOM

On-screen mapping
lets users zero in on
the exact location of
any vehicle

Automating
dispatch functions

Fleet

management
systems
By echael J. Major
tif

If it moves, automate it!" has been the
rallying cry of many proponents of high
technology over the years. The latest
expression of this philiosophy is the trend
toward computerized cable television fleet
management systems, with the intent of
automating as many of the related functions as possible.
Where do these systems come from
ard why are they just now making their
appearance in cable systems? How do
these systems work? How much do they
cost and what benefits do they bring?

46

The first cable TV company in North
America to embrace the technology was
not in the U.S. Instead, it was Toronto,
Canada-based Rogers Cable TV Ltd. "We
did apilot study in 1989 with asmall number of vehicles and it showed about a 10
percent to 15 percent improvement in efficiency," says John Anderson. vice president of project engineering at Rogers.
Incoming service calls pass directly into
the main beling computer in the system
designed and implementec by Mobile
Data International (MDI), acompany since
acquired by Motorola. Data is then
handed off from customer biling through

CED :COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

A UGUST

the MDI system to the dispatcher's console. The console provides several
screens of information related to fleet status, individual technician status and pending orders. Dispatching is done from the
terminal directly to the trucks. "Voice is
available, but it's rarely used," says
Anderson. "Most everything is done electronically."
To keep the dispatcher apprised, field
tecnnicians key in the status of pending
wok, when it has been completed and if
they are en route to the next job. In turn,
they can request acall forward to make
sure the next customer is home. In addition, they have access to other information, such as account histories.
"There are many more efficiencies and
much more accurate information conveyed, as well as much less wait time trying to get on atwo-way radio with a
dispatcher," says Anderson. He adds that
calls that come into local service centers
after regular business hours are received
in the central dispatching office in Vancouver for improved customer response
time.
Rogers Cable TV has about 400 vehi1993

WITH FSMS FROM ATS, YOU'LL PROFIT FROM
A COMPLETE, AUTOMATED, END-TO-END
WORK FORCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

The Field Service Management System (FSMS) from ATS and SecaGraphics is designed to revolutionize the
way you manage your Installation and Repair (I &R) operations. At the same time, it protects your investments
in your existing billing, dispatch and communications processes. As the only system in place today that combines Global Positioning, Computer-Aided Dispatching, Geographic Information and Mobile Data Terminals,
FSMS provides you with one cost-effective and time-saving business solution. Most importantly, it enables your
cable company to respond more rapidly to customer requests and increase customer satisfaction. So let FSMS
manage your I
&R operations, and chances are, you'll be managing abetter bottom line.
-- For a free video demonstrating how FSMS can help your
bottom line, call ATS at 1-800-36-CABLE.

Advanced
Telecommunications
Solutions

ATS is adivision of Bull HN Information Systems Inc. C1993
Circle Reader Service No. 25
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FLEET M ANAGEMENT

cles on-line nationwide, at acost of about
$7,000 per vehicle. This is in contrast to
the estimates of $10,000 to $13,000 it
would cost of similarly outfit avehicle in
the U.S. One reason is that Rogers' system lacks some bells and whistles now in
vogue. For instance, it does not incorporate Global Positioning System hardware,
which tracks trucks via satellite in realtime to provide dispatchers with information about vehicle location. Nor do these
vehicles provide graphic information
about the fleet status.
Anderson says they really don't need
the GPS feature because the dispatcher
can get arough fix on the location of the
technician from the location of the last
order or service call. And while graphics
aren't critical, they are being considered
in the next evolution, Automated Mapping
and Facility Management (AFFM). AFFM
will go way beyond automated dispatching to include acorporate database of the
outside plant tied to the customer database. This will be incorporated into the
integrated network management system
that will monitor and control all fiber and
coaxial cables.

Nol easily Quantifiable

How effective has Rogers been in fulfilling its 10 percent to 15 percent efficiency
projections? "It's hard to nail down the
numbers to see if we've achieved that
goal, for the business has evolved
rapidly," says Anderson. "We can't point
to better service because we've added
more customers
and services
such as pay-perview and multiplexing.
Field management systems like
this are just
beginning to be
implemented in
the U.S. The first
one to be up and
running is Cox
Cable Hampton
Roads in Virginia
Beach, Va. Cox is
using a$600,000
system provided by Arrowsmith Technologies Inc. of Austin, Texas.
Projected to be up and running soon is
TCI of Colorado and Cox Cable San
Diego, both of which will install systems
integrated by Advanced Telecommunications Solutions, aunit of Bull Information
Systems. TCI plans to spend $3.1 million
to bring automation to the Denver area,
while Cox will spend $1.2 million in its
sprawling San Diego system.
Buford Television, based in Tyler,
Texas, recently looked to Qualcomm
Inc. 's OmniTRACS two-way mobile satel-

ICI and Cox
will both

install fleet

management
systems in
the near
future.

48
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lite system to equip 70 tech vehicles across eight states. The
system, which was originally
developed for the over-the-road
trucking industry, will be used by
Buford to transmit work orders to
field techs and track the location
of its fleet in real-time.
"The majority of our subscribers are located in rural
areas," says Kay Monigold, vice
president of administration at
Buford. "With this system we can
see the location of each vehicle
in our fleet and quickly assign
the call to the most appropriate
technician."
The OmniTRACS system
includes aportable keyboard, a
communications terminal and a
dome that houses an antenna.
A Rogers
Techs send and receive messages using the keyboard/display unit in
the vehicle. The information is transmitted
via satellite to Qualcomm's Network Management Center, where it is processed
and forwarded by modem to Buford's
headquarters-all in amatter of seconds.
Vehicle location is said to be accurate to
within 1,000 feet.
Why havent't these systems appeared
in cable systems before now, and why are
they coming to the fore with such apparent urgency?
One reason, says David Lieberman,
ATS's director of marketing, is that though
the individual components of the systems
have previously been available, they are
just now able to come together in acohesive architecture that can be effectively
customized for individual cable systems.
Additional pressure is coming from new
Federal Communications Commission
regulations that require operators to
respond to customer complaints within a
2- to 4-hour period, says Lieberman. Furthermore, he says, leading cable companies feel the need "to become proactive in
video-on-demand, near video-on-demand
and many other new services on the horizon."
Curt Bilby, Arrowsmith's COO, adds
that the new era of cooperation between
cable and telephone firms, highlighted by
the recent partnership between Time
Warner Cable and US West, means "the
industry is getting ready to move in a
manner of rapid change to get on the
electronic highway-and not be left
behind."
Dilby reports that, at Arrowsmith. the
various technologies of open system
architectures, distributed processing, digitized maps, mobile data communication
and satellite positioning are coming
together in its Integrated Cable Operation
Management system, of which is FleetCON in apart.
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Cable service tech uses the MDI system

The Arrowsnith system works basically
the same as the one at Rogers, with customer information downloaded to the dispatcher and real-time communications
moving back and forth between the dispatcher and service personnel on the
road. The main variations are the additior
of GPS and the digitized map, which
allows the dispatcher to see the customer
locations on his screen and where the various service vehicles are in relation to
each other.
Bilby maintains his system will increase
technician productivity by 20 percent, and
pay for itself in eight months.
Tim Ross, customer service manager,
field operations, at Cox Cable Hampton
Roads, reports that after the third month of
demonstration and testing the Arrowsmith
system, "We've seen real improvements in
productivity and areduction in time to
complete jobs."
Ross says that in-trud< terminals were in
the company's financial pans five years
before the FCC regulations came out.
"Our need and desire to improve customer service is driving this," he says.
"Every day we're feeling agreater
demand to improve customer services."
One initial problem the company had,
Ross says, "was the "Big Brother is watching over me' reaction from the technicians
when they first saw the trucks." But that
feeling soon passed. "As soon as they
saw their productivity increase, their
morale increased as well," says Ross.
ATS' Lieberman describes his company's Field Service Management System
as consisting of four integrated components. The first is the geographic information system (GIS), whici maps a
company's service area and superimposes the land base ard outside plant
facilities required to provision services to
the subscribers. Next comes computer
aided dispatching, which integrates with
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Vole Stisell
Same day service goals become areality with

Mobile Transaction Processing, and Management

the power of ICOMS. The Integrated Cable

Reporting integrated with your existing billing and

Operations Management System enables you to

communications systems.

increase productivity, reduce operating costs
Linked to your plant,

and improve customer service.

inventory and marketing
Designed specifically
for the dynamic
needs of the cable
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fully operational
system providing
Fleet Management,

full operational control at
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television industry,
ICOMS is the only
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graphic information system
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and windows environment

Dot:hie-click on the techniciar's or 5ubscriber's
icon to check real-tine status.

are easy to use and allow you to get the best mileage

mekes assigriiij
same day service reques:s 3srap.

Lornpuo-Aitled Ulspdid

out of your operations team. Call today and find out
how fast we can get your operations up to speed.

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Suite 300 •1301 West 25th Street •Austin, Texas 78705 •Phone: 512-474-6312 Fax: 512-474-6389
Circle Reader Service No. 26

\> FLEET M ANAGEMENT
the cable company's existing operations
support system for service order entry
and trouble ticket generation operations.
GPS gives the company the ability to
locate all vehicles in awork force. All
vehicles equipped with GPS
receivers/transmitters can be tracked in
real-time. The mobile data terminal, a
portable terminal/computer equipped
with wireless communications (either RF
or cellular) provides communication
between the dispatchers and vehicle drivers, enabling the host computer to transmit new service or repair requests to
service technicians while allowing them to

e

e

e

transmit completion notifications back to
the host computer.

Improved efficiencies

Lieberman maintains that because of
the "improved efficiencies, more work can
be done in the same period of time." He
adds that because of algorithms built into
the system, the latter can detect outages.
Also, if acertain number of calls come in
for the same reason, the computer registers that these are not due to the same
cause, and so dispatches only the necessary truck, not the unnecessary extras.
"We're now building an architecture into

Clear reception, program variety
and reliable service are what
your customers demand It's
what Microwave Filter Co can
help you deliver with its
complete lines of interference,
elimination and signal
processing filters The following
are just some areas where we
can help

HEADEND FILTERS
Sharp Notch Filters for
reinsertion without loss to
adjacent channels
Bandpass Filters with varying
selectivity for all VHF/UHF
channels

e

e

e

e

e

e

the system to incorporate status monitoring as well as leak detection," Lieberman
says. "All of these components taken
together will form atotally automated
repair and service bureau."
John Suranyi, general manager of the
south suburban systems of TCI Denver
says his use of the ATS system is still in
the implementation stage, but adds, "we
sense that over atechnician's 10-hour
workday, we'll be able to trim off one hour
of inefficiencies. In fact, the employees
may not be required to even report to the
office in the morning. They would be dispatched from their terminals and would be
required to come to the office only for regular meetings or to pick up materials."
Suranyi says the system should help
them streamline communications, better
manage and evaluate the work on an
immediate basis, and better coordinate
the scheduling of appointments. "In future
years, the uses may extend toward inventory management, asset management
and status monitoring. It will certianly
allow us to receive better information, and
so make better decisions."
It all looks great on paper. The only
question is, will all this automation work as
anticipated and is it worth the expense?
To gain some perspective on this matter, take astep back in time to those prehistoric days when atwo-way radio
represented the height of high-tech. A
technician came to work in the morning
and picked up his assignments that would
be arranged in alogical order, based on
local geography.
The work orders would account for his
main schedule, with emergency orders or
unforseen problems-all communicated
via two-way radio or telephone-filling in
the holes.
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Next day delivery.
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The assumption behind these new automated systems is that machines are more
efficient than humans. It's true machines
can perform narrowly defined tasks much
more efficiently than humans, but they
don't have the flexibility to effectively take
on several tasks in which different judgment levels are required.
It's been found that machines, including
computers, are most helpful when they
are used as tools. On the other hand,
grandiose systems such as computer
integrated manufacturing, electronic data
interchange or business to business communications and virtually all total office
automation systems have not only cost
large sums of money, but resulted in little
or no increases in measurable productivity.
Is all this automated dispatching equipment really necessary? Will it lead to both
better customer service and improved
bottom line? Wait and see. cED
1993
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short, no "hot" new
item to pull masses
of consumers into
stores.

Taking abeating

By Gary Kim

Necessity, as much as opportunity, is driving the

computer, consumer electronics, cable TV and
telephone industries headlong into aworld of
interactive, multimedia everything, aimed squarely
at the home environment and consumer.
Consider where several major industries now
stand-all at acrossroads of sorts. The consumer
electronics industry has nearly exhausted the
sales potential of every hot consumer innovation
of the past 20 years. That's despite the fact that
the U.S. market still represents about $40 billion in
annual sales.
But price competition always is fierce when
product lines mature, markets are saturated, and
opportunities for true differentiation are scant.
That appears to be very much the case now for
product lines including: color televisions, videocassette recorders, audiocassette recorders,
stereo receivers and tape decks, even camcorders and compact disc players. There is, in

Consumer electronics profit margins, as adirect
result, are taking
one heck of abeating. Things aren't
any better in the
personal computer
industry, where it
seems nobody's
making much
money aside from Microsoft Corp. and Intel Corp.
Defining precisely what the markets are isn't so
easy. But as acrude description, it's the hope of a
whole new era of consumer electronics, harnessing the microprocessor to create new services
and products for the mass market. The objective:
allow customer access to any type of video,
image, text, audio, voice or document communications at any time, from anywhere, to anywhere.
OK, it's more aconcept than amarket. But that's
not stoppirg anybody from chasing it.
Whatever the carrot of multimedia and personal
digital electionics, the stick of severe price competition and mature product lines is whipping
industry players without mercy. Having exhausted
the potential of 1980s product lines, executives in
both the consumer electronics and computer
industries need no additional motivation to seek,
and stimulate, mass consumer demand for hot
new products. And make no mistake: interactive,
multimedia, personal and digital are the four
hottest adjectives personnel in each industry now
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Something
really new
and different
is needed to
ignite
another round
of financial
growth.
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can utter.
At the same time, take alook at the
cable TV industry. It's nearing 70 percent
basic penetration, premium services are
under pressure, rate re-regulation is back,
and competition is barreling straight at it,
on acollision course. No less than the
consumer electronics and PC industries,
cable needs something new to ignite a
long growth spree.
In the telephone industry things aren't
much better, either. Access line growth is
in the low single digits, with no prospects
of change. To make more money, usage
of the network and its capabilities has to
increase. Hence the drive to broadband,
visual and more-intelligent services. If the
total number of access lines can't be
increased, then telcos must increase consumption of services by stimulating an
appetite for new applications.
The long and short of it is that anumber
of large, important industries have simultaneously arrived at asignificant fork in
the road. All need something really new
and different to ignite another round of
financial growth.

The new fusion
Recent evidence for such aview comes
from the summer Consumer Electronics
Show and the National Cable Television

Ad Index
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Association convention, both held early in
June. Though held afew thousand miles
apart, both were remarkably close as harbingers of the new age of interactive, multimedia everything, integrated with new
methods of network delivery.
Vince Carnero, Cablevision Systems
Corp. management information systems
vice president, for example, pointed out
that CSC now is using asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM) to switch traffic for its
competitive access and medical applications customers at Stonybrook University
and Brookhaven Laboratories. ATM also
may play akey role for video storage facilities of the future, said Tom Staniec, NewChannels Corp. engineering vice
president.
Time Warner Cable Senior Vice President, Management Information Systems
Ed McCarthy reiterated his firm's position
that the "Full Service Network" would
embody atransaction-based, retail model
completely unlike anything available
today. "We cannot use our existing customer service rep model," McCarthy
argued. Instead, the customer must have
the ability to fulfill his or her own order, in
real time, and have the sense that they
are "driving the transaction," McCarthy
said.
At NCTA, meanwhile, loaned executives
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from both Tele-Communications Inc. and
Time-Warner Cable gushed about the
prospects for the Sega Channel, the joint
venture between the cable giants and
Sega Entertainment Inc. The Sega Channel, expected to launch sometime this fall
on alimited basis, will allow cable delivery of some 30 to 50 videogames amonth
to standard Genesis gameplayers outfitted with aspecial cable-supplied cartridge. As was the hope during the early
1980s, videogames may be the Trojan
Horse to populate large numbers of
homes with powerful 16-bit and 32-bit
processors. Those friendly computing
devices also could serve as digital terminals for other applications as well. The
twin videogame giants also dominated
the floor at CES.
Also at CES, AT&T revealed it would
license 3D0 technology and offer a
telecommunications-capable version of
the 3D0 "Interactive Multiplayer," the
multi-purpose entertainment appliance
expected to ship in October. Presumably,
that deal would allow developers to add
new voice and data capabilities to the
video and audio features of the unit, creating new opportunities for multi-player
games conceptually similar to those that
would be enabled by the AT&T-supplied
Sega telecommunications unit. The foray
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means AT&T will be supporting both a
popular 16-bit platform (the Genesis
player) as well as apromising 32-bit
machine (The 3D0 unit).
What next? A cable decoder interface
to 3DO, possibly. And why not. Jerrold
Communications already is planning to
put Intel 386 microprocessors (32-bit
micros) and Microsoft Corp. software into
its decoders.
Separately, Scientific-Atlanta, Kaleida
Labs Inc. and Motorola Inc. have
announced they will develop interactive,
multimedia software using the Kaleidadeveloped "ScriptX" object-oriented programming language and operating
system.

Video servers
At NCTA, the video-on-demand system
concepts shown also suggested the
degree to which cable technologists will
be scrambling even faster to master the
intricacies of client-server computing
architectures and other arcana once the
province of information systems professionals alone.
"I think I'm probably doing the same
thing everybody else is," said Staniec.
"I'm trying to figure out what they're (video
server vendors) doing. If people don't
understand it, it looks like CATV (technologists) now need to start subscribing to PC
magazines." Among the items expected
to occupy much attention are video server
systems used to store and retrieve compressed digital video.
ICTV, the interactive system provider,
demonstrated its hardware and software
platform, based on the IBM ES/9000
client-server computing architecture and
digital video servers. ICTV showed asystem that can manage 3,000 to 5,000
simultaneous movie streams, store 10,000
to 20,000 movies, and serve 3,000 to
5,000 users. "Any person can access a
copy, control it independently, with immediate response time," said Barry Willner,
IBM Research project manager for large
scale multimedia systems. To economically cope with varied levels of customer
demand, the ICTV system uses ahierarchy of storage media and retrieval methods, said Willner.
Movies in strongest demand might be
stored in semiconductor (active) memory.
Disk storage might be used for other
material in less-frequent demand. Some
material, of archival nature, might even be
stored on tape. "But the first three minutes
would be stored on disk, allowing instantaneous access while the tape is queued
up," said Willner. So the most popular
movies might be stored in semiconductor
memory, to allow the most-rapid access
and retrieval. The next 50 to 100 mostpopular titles might be stored on disk.
Other infrequently-requested movies in

e

e

e

e

e

e

the library would be kept on tape, with the
first two to five minutes of each kept on
disk. The system uses 200 independent
200-megabit-per-second channels to
shunt video around.
The Silicon Graphics video server also
shown at NCTA, "stores 32 hours worth of
uncompressed video and supports up to
1,500 interactive video channels," said
company officials.
Its "Challenge XL" server, shown in San
Francisco, features two to 36 processors,
16 gigabytes worth of memory and one to
four output channels, each capable of
supporting 320 megabyte-per-second file

e
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transfers. Internal disk storage ranges up
to 32 Gbytes, while up to 960 Gbytes can
be stored on external disks.
AT&T's video server will be 'available
next year," according to AT&T Manager,
New Video Businesses John Connelly.
Viacom Cable plans to use the AT&T
video server for its video-on-demand trials
in Castro Valley, Calif.
At the same time, cablers are going to
start encountering Unix-based, distributed, relational databases such as Oracle,
Sybase and Informix systems that have
been mainstays of telecommunications
industry databases in the past. CED
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The fully-functional settop terminal of the
future—or is it?

Set-lops:
More :: tialewqs
to iteractivi
By Roger Brown, CED

Remember when Tele-Communications Inc.

refused to buy descrarnbling set-top convertors
because they were inheentfy unfriendly to TVs
and VCRs? Now John Malone wants one in every
home, school and business. He's already ordered
1million new digital set-tops for roll-out in the middle of next year and he told the audience at the
NCTA convention in June that this new device will
be the "enabler" of two-way interactivity between
the headend and the viewer.
The difference is, of course, that set-tops are
growing up. Initially, they were designed to simply
convert arange of frequencies the television
could not receive into afrequency it could
receive. But now, as computer memory and
microprocessors have come way down the cost
curve, every major cable operator plans to utilize
the subscriber terminal as amethod to enable a
range of new services. The upshot is that cable
operators will have agreater selection of set-tops
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from which to choose and they'll definitely be paying more for them.
Already, the way set-tops are designed and
built is changing. Operators like TOI and Time
Warner are asking set-top manufacturers to integrate capabilities created by non-traditional partners. Consequently, Toshiba, Kaleida, Silicon
Graphics, Intel and Microsoft, among others, are
helping develop the next generation cable box.
It doesn't stop there. TOI is reportedly working
with aSilicon Valley start-up company to develop
what's been dubbed a"Cray on atray," or the
equivalent of asupercomputer in aset-top device.

How they'll roll out

Initially, the new terminals will be used by operators to roll out amovie service that can be
ordered "on-demand" by subscribers (as in the
case of Time Warner's Full Service Network in
Orlando) or offered at specific staggered starting
times. A digital box is necessary to decode the
movies that are digitally compressed for transmission via satellite to operators.
What gets operators excited, however, is the
additional functionality that can be built on top of
the digital platform. General Instrument and Scientific-Atlanta, woncing with Intel and Microsoft
and Motorola and Kaleida Labs, respectively,
have developed alaundry list of optional items
that can be added or deleted according to operators' demands.
But clearly, these new set-tops will be powerful.
According to Dan Moloney, director of product
management at Jerrold-General Instrument, DigiCable boxes will house an Intel 386 processor
which has been "optimized" to run at 486 speeds.
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This optimization
Moloney says the
gets nailed down, then Ithink my fellow
involves some addipotential is there to
operators will realize there's another de
tional circuitry that
have to design multifacto standard we'd like set."
allows some functions
ple subscriber
Others say that's anoble goal, but
to be performed "outdevices. "We're
fraught with additional baggage that
side" the processor,
clearly moving toward
tends to drive costs higher.
thereby speeding it
an environment where
"It looks good on paper," says Vito
up.
mass customization
Brugliera, VP of marketing and product
Scientific-Atlanta's 8600x
In actuality, GI is
will become predomiplanning at Zenith Cable Products. "But
developing two different devices for ICI.
nant," he says. "Our goal is to figure out
you need an interface standard to make it
S-A, by virtue of winning the contract to
how to do that without having 50 different
work. Without that, you don't get the volsupply boxes to Time Warner for the
models."
umes needed to reduce costs."
Orlando project, is designing three new
Tom Elliot ICI VP of engineering and
terminals, according to Gary Trimm, presiThe memory trade-oil
technology agrees. "The modularity idea
dent of Scientific-Atlanta's Subscriber
Another key to not obsoleting new digiis terrific, but right away it introduces
Technology Division.
tal terminals faster than operators can
some cost, issues. If most people are
TCI, which initially talked of initially
amortize them is to build in enough funcgoing to 4e (a particular feature) you're
specifying three boxes, now is talking of
tionality in the factory to accommodate
probably better off to build it in."
doing two, according to Bill Nash, who
services planned for the next couple of
heads TCI's digital compression task
years. But how can amanufacturer anticiPioneer and Zenith
force. The low-end device, which will
pate services that will require infrared
What about Pioneer and Zenith, the
carry aprice tag of about $225, according
blasters, vertical blanking interval
other two major manufacturers of setto Hal Krisbergh, president of Jerrold, will
receivers, smart cards, game interfaces
tops? According to executives at those
still be a"very capable box," he said, with
and other peripherals?
companies, they too will offer adigital setan electronic program guide and access
The answer is random access memory.
top by next year.
to video games and data services.
S-A and Jerrold designers are struggling
"There will be one (Zenith digital box),
The high-end box, which is expected to
over which functions to "burn in" during
definitely within ayear," says Brugliera.
cost $300 or more, will offer dual-mode
production vs. how much free memory
Will it support the MPEG standard or some
reception of General Instrument's DigiCican be afforded by operators. Another
other de facto standard? "I think they're
pher II compression system as well as the
answer is downloadable software.
converging," says Brugliera. Which is
emerging MPEG-2 standard. Nash said
"Every (interactive service offering)
going to be asubset of the which is the
TCI intends to utilize MPEG specs for low
requires hardware support," notes Trimm.
question. We're part of that process."
data rate programs like movies (1.2
To accommodate anticipated and unanPioneer plans to develop an external
megabits per second) and DigiCipher for
ticipated needs, S-A is developing an
device to decompress digital signals and
live video or sports broadcasts.
expandable memory bus and, uniquely,
display them on an analog device, says
will offer user-installable "cards" to
Paul Dempsey, VP of marketing and techThe world's most advanced set-lop
increase memory. Downloadable software
nology at Pioneer New Media TechnoloS-A, which was reportedly close to signwith flash memory is also planned. "I've
gies. An integrated analog unit, based on
ing alicensing agreement to build DigiCagot alobby full of people every day who
MPEG standards, will come sometime
ble boxes, also is building probably the
want to put things in our convertors."
later, says Dempsey. Will Pioneer license
most advanced set-top terminal designed
Moloney is taking asimilar approach.
the DigiCipher technology? That's hard to
to date for Time Warner. That device will
Jerrold anticipates that
say. Dempsey admits
operate at between 50 and 80 MIPS (milsome functions-such
to having spoken with
lions of instructions per second) and is
as on-screen menus
GI once, but downdriven by Silicon Graphics' RISC 4000
and an electronic proplayed the importance
processor. Trimm says the device will cost
gram guide to help
of the discussion.
significantly more than the high-end box
viewers navigate
sought by TCI, but expects the cost to
through the available
Remote controls
programming-will be
Jerrold's digital set-top
drop to the $500 range by 1996 or 1997.
One thing that opera-
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To prove his point, Trimm said the new
analog box S-A is delivering this summer
has aprocessor similar to the one used in
XT-type computers afew years ago, and
the whole box costs $125.
Indeed, manufacturers are preparing
for afuture that will force them to build
more flavors of set-tops than ever before.
In addition to the new lineup of digital terminals, there will continue to be analog
boxes for the foreseeable future, required
by operators who haven't rolled out digital
services or within digital systems for subscribers who don't need adigital device.
"We certainly expect to build more versions of our set-tops," says Trimm. For
example, he already expects to provide
devices that interface with 3DO, Kaleida,
Windows and other applications.
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mandatory, while others will become necessary as the market dictates. Otherwise,
viewers may have to wait while some
applications are loaded into the set-top.

Modularity

As cable moves into the digital age,
some argue that now would be agood
time to unbundle everything and pursue a
modular approach. Dave Fellows of Continental Cable laments the fact there isn't a
standard plug-in slot that could be utilized
by different service providers to deliver
new services to cable subscribers.
Fellows says there is no organized
movement in this direction because operators are focusing their efforts on the input
to the box, sorting through the wisdom of
MPEG, DigiCipher II and 64 QAM. "If that

CED :COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN
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tors and viewers have to look forward to is
simpler remote controls. Because set-tops
will have extensive on-screen menuing,
there is no need to assign abutton on a
remote control to every function. But will a
remote simply become awireless mouse?
Probably not, according to the manufacturers.
"Remotes will get simpler, but not
everyone is amouse person," says
Brugliera, drawing his comments from an
extensive background in the consumer
electronics industry.
Moloney says remotes are bound to
become simpler, but buttons for mute, volume and channel up and down will likely
stay. Channel numbers may disappear as
viewers become more accustomed to
selecting channels by name. CUD
1993
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Unlike other on-screen decoders, Zenith's HT2000 comes complete with the brains to run amultiday, electronic program guide with extended program information. And while others may make
similar claims, we deliver The HT2000 is available today to provide on-screen features like
favorite channel, sleep timer, parental control, billing information, individual messages
and automatic setup and control of VCR recording.
But it's not just for subscribers. You'll appreciate the flexibility provided by the HT2000's
downloadable operating behavior You can add or subtract features and services, change the onscreen display or even the remote control functions to meet the expanding needs ofyour system.
Call today and see how HT2000 can increase your system's revenue potential, now and in the
future. Phone 7081391-7702 or fax 7081391-8569.

cable
products
Zenith Electronics Corporation 1000 Milwaukee Avenue, Glenview, IL 60025
© Copyright 1993, Zenith Electronics Corporation

Albert Einstein licensed by the Roger Richmond Agency/Beverly Hills, CA
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One on one
with Tom
Ell i
ot
Acandid
conversation

By Roger Brown, CEO

Tom Elliot of TCI was
recently elected chairman
of the SCTE. This is the
edited text of arecent
discussion with him.
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What was your motivation for becoming
SCTE Chairman?
A: I've been committed to SCTE for some
time and Ifeel pretty
strongly about the SCTE,
its place in the industry
and in history.
With all the things
going on in our industry
and the broadband
community internationally, Ifeel the SCTE
needs to be pretty
aggressive and forward
thinking on how it captures these opportunities. Ithink the SCTE
intends to become the
pre-eminent tech society
in the broadband community and we need to
understand what that
means.
A lot of opportunities
are positioned right
where we are. Training
is clearly an area that
will be abig opportunity
for SCTE and Ithink the
standards area will
emerge as afairly significant issue for the industry and agood
opportunity for us.
It's out of asense of
commitment to this
industry but also the
SCTE that Ithought I'd
see if Icould help.

in this business. Certainly to management first
and foremost but also to the marketing entity, and
other disciplines not in the technology chain. We
need to understand what their perceptions are of
how we can help and fill those needs. If we do a
good job of getting in touch with those communities and understand what we can do for them, it
will be much easier to sell to them.

Q: What is the importance of SCTE in today's

Q: Do you have any specific changes you'd like
to make?
A: Idon't think so. First of all ayear goes by
pretty fast. But we need to constantly ask ourselves, "are we doing the right things?" SCTE
today is getting to be something we're all quite
proud of-well over 10,000 members with asevenfigure budget. Iwould like to ask, "are the things
we're doing now appropriate given where we're
trying to go?" That's atough question. We have to
do that every place throughout the SCTE: the way
the staff and the board work together; the way the
committees work; the way the volunteers are able
to help. I'd like to encourage people to constructively critique what's happening and make sure
we're doing our best to continue to be successful.

changing environment?
A: To people in the technology business, this
an exciting time and it gets more exciting day by
day. It seems we're witnessing an exponentially
increasing rate of technological change in the
world. Consequently, atechnology-oriented group
should be very well positioned to benefit the
industry it's involved with.
Anyone can join SCTE. We're an open society
and aperfect one to set standards and do training. So Ithink the SCTE is well positioned to be a
big part of this exploding environment we see.
Q: What specific challenges does the SCTE
face over the next few years?
A: Most of us who have helped the SCTE move
anead, including the journalists, the vendors and
the operators, have always felt our single biggest
challenge is to figure out how to sell our story. I
think we have done, as shown by the growth of
SCTE, quite well at selling that story to our peer
groups.
But what we are still struggling with is finding
ways to sell this story to the rest of the disciplines
CED :C OMMUNICATICNS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

Q: Does SCTE have any specific projects
underway to do that?
A: We're not underway with any specific projects. First of all, we need to ascertain accurately
what the issues are, how to attack and then
develop aappropriate program. This year the
Board of Directors has on apolicy basis asked the
staff to spend alot more time at that and has committed some funds to that. Iwould also like to
solicit input from anybody on that subject.
Q: But haven't non-technical people often
avoided technology discussions?
A: Ithink that's definitely true, for several reasons. It's like the grade school "fear of math" analogy. A lot of people are inately good at math but
they're afraid of it, so they never try it. That upfront fear prevents them from going ahead. Also,
when you ask atechnologist the time, they tell you
how to build awatch. You didn't want to know that
much. So we damage our own cause. But technologists love this stuff so much that when someone asks us about it we probably tell them what
we want to talk about rather than answering the
question.
On the other hand, this is cyclic. A few years
ago, there were alot of folks who felt they could
go through their career and pretty much stay
away from having to understand technology
because they didn't feel it would impact them.
Now Ithink that mood is changing alot. And we
can benefit from that.

Q: How important is the whole standards
process and interindustry cooperation?
A: Ithink its fundamental. Ithink alot of it
should be done in an area where we have avoice
so we don't just get run over. You've got to
remember we're still apretty small business, comparatively speaking. Many times we get involved
with companies that are many times bigger than
A UGUST
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Now your system
is complete!
Turn the challenge of new FCC regulationsincreasing competition and a
growing demand for new subscriber
services into an opportunity with
Scientific-Atlanta's 750 solution.

450.550 MH2
Analog
Premium Tier

54-450 MHz

Bas ic log
Tie r

750 MHz
Channel
Line-up

A750 MHz distribution
network is available today
to provide the addet
bandwidth for you to
offer more channels and
new and future services
generating incremental
revenue gleams.
750 MHz makes your
cable service even more
competitive and provides
for ahigher level of subscriber service. And
750 MHz :s ariexceilent

capital dollars-per-channel investment
when compared to other extended
bandw.dth alternatives.
Full 750 MHz activation is the logical
evolution of Scientific-Atlanta's Fiber-tothe-Serving Area architecture (FSA), and
is much less expensive than aconventional Iwo-step approach. Whether an
upgrade or arebuild, Scientific-Atlanta's
750 MHz makes good economical sense.
We have the solution with acomplete
family of 750 MHz products. In addition
to the Line Extender II, the industry
leading System. Amp Il is now available
in 750 MHz single, dual and triple configurations. TIE revolutionary 750 MHz
FITT.Bridger module drops into any.
Scientific-Atlanta slimline trunk housing,
providing an economic 300 MHz to 750
MHz upgrade path. Our fiber optic transmitter and receiver have also been
expanded to 7'50 MHz. Both single and
dual tier options are available.

With Scientific-Atlanta's
FSA architectures
and
complete
line of
750 MHz
fiber and
distribution
products, your
system is now complete.
For more information,
contact your Scientific-Atlanta
representative or call (800)722-2009.
Scientific-Atlanta —Solutions
that link the world.
Circle Reader Servioe N. 31
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this whole industry. That doesn't mean we ought
not be participating in other things-the MPEG
process, CCIR process, CCITT process-but when
you step in that environment, you have to remember you're in aminority.
There's no question that many of the new services we're looking at are by nature national services and consequently they've got to become
interoperable. You've got have some recommended practices or standards so people can
afford to make investments.
We need acommon ground to meet on to agree
on the interfaces and standards, then we can
afford to make investments. It's an enabling issue
that really cannot be overemphasized. Standards
are fundamental enablers so the business community can afford to make investments.

DON RILEY

Q: How will cable people have to adapt in a
digital, transaction-oriented future and how does
the SCTE contribute to that? What advice do you
have for aperson reading this ?
A: The technology world is on the forefront of a
lot of the things we talk about. You hear economists, educators and people who study these
trends say they think ayoung person entering the
workforce for the first time will have to change
careers five times on average. That means the traditional view of how we prepared for our working
life and professional career is probably already
obsolete and will become more obsolete as we
move forward in time.

e

e

e
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Specifically, the educational process will be
directly part of the career process and vice versa.
You'll see the whole career path change and the
concept that you'll continually need to keep yourself current and upgrading your knowledge is
going to become the way life is done ,particularly
in the technical business.
There has to be ways to integrate these two and I
think we've tried to recognize that. The whole concept of recertification is that you have to stay current. The training committee is exploring the idea of
acareer path approach. Currently, the process is
organized by subject and people learn everything
about asubject and are tested on it. That process
may not be entirely in sync with the way people
would normally progress through their career.
Q: That's quite achallenge to keep the curriculum up to date.
A: It's areal challenge. I
think the answer is in
the question; you have to use technology. We've
got to find ways to apply this processor-based,
memory-driven technology so the process is
dynamic. Someday in the future the whole
process could be technology based-when you sit
down at the screen to take the test, you enter your
name and the machine generates the test dynamically. With an electronic-driven process, you can
update the test very quickly. This is speculative
but in the general sense the answer is quite
clear-the technology is largely what is changing
and it's also the solution. CED
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Learn from experts, network with others in safety.
Amust for all cable safety managers/coordinators.
Sessions will cover...
Creating and Enhancing Safety Programs...Preventing Injury and Loss
OSHA Reform Act and Recent OSHA Rulings...Safety Training
A New Approach to HAZCOM...Evaluating Safety Equipment
Selling Safety to Management and Employees...Safety for Small Systems
Why Safety Programs Succeed...Establishing the Value of Safety
What Managers Want From Safety Managers...Safety Meetings...and more!
Featuring Special Guest Speakers from OSHA Headquarters and one of the top safety programs in the public utility industry. If you missed Safety '92, don't miss Safety '93. Make
your plans now to attend. Request aconference program and registration form today!
For more information
mail or fax to:
600 S. Cherry St., Suite
400, Denver, CO 80222.
Fax 303-393-7139
(Phone 303-393-7449)
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disciplinary actions.
To minimize these concerns, it is important to clearly and consistently communicate the intent of the field observation
program-describing its intent and the
actions which can be expected following
an observation.
Inviting worker participation and
requesting input to improve work practices or help prevent unsafe behaviors
should be encouraged, since workers are
often the best source of information about
the jobs they perform and the changes
needed to improve them.
Of course, it is equally important that
management consider and/or act on
these suggestions by providing feedback
to the worker.
To help gain worker support, Continental Insurance recommends advising the
worker afew days in advance and setting
aspecific day to complete the observation. This method should put the worker at
ease by explaining the purpose and the
observation process, and giving the individual the opportunity to express any specific personal concerns.
According to Steve Bell, operations
manager for Triax's Missouri, Tennessee
and Arkansas region, "Our workers were
initially concerned when we first introduced the field observation program;

e

e

e

however once we explained our intent,
responded to their concerns and began to
consistently implement the program,
these concerns were minimized."

Train the supervisors

Supervisors or lead technicians designated to complete these observations
need to be trained in the program as well.
Key to the program's success is reinforcement that it is not afault-finding program
but that action will need to be taken to
correct unsafe behaviors.
Consequences control behavior, says
Thomas Krause, Ph.D., president of
Behavioral Science Technology Inc. If
unsafe behaviors-including dangerous
work shortcuts, using defective equipment or tools, not observing safe work
practices, failure to wear personal protective equipment, etc.-are not addressed
directly with the worker, these types of
behavior will likely continue. Similarly, any
positive behaviors observed should be
encouraged. Quite simply, positive reinforcement enhances continuation of the
desired behavior.
Once the observation has been completed and the results discussed, it is
important to follow through on any commitments made. If the worker requests
training or information on aparticular

Cable Link Inc.
INTRODUCES
The

MICROTROL 100 PLUS
Addressable Controller

$
2 499 00

The first addressable controller engineered and priced for the smaller cable system.

Available with the following options
•Telephone PPV
•Accounting/MIS software
•Billing System Software
•Lease option
For more information call or fax

Cable Link Inc.

Serving the cable industry throughout
NORTH AMERICA

e

MEXICO

SOUTH AMERICA

PH (614) 221-3131 FAX (614) 222-0581

e

e

e
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aspect of the job, it must be provided. If
equipment is defective, it should be
repaired or replaced immediately. Behaviors which require change should be summarized and the workers provided with
the guidance, training and education
needed to effect these changes. Most
importantly, the worker must agree that
the observed, unsafe behaviors need to
change and commit to change them. A
simple handshake is often effective in
obtaining this commitment.
A follow-up visit should be scheduled
within 60 days to evaluate the progress
being made. Again, positive behaviors
should be rewarded and immediate direction given to modify unsafe behavior.
The use of an observation checklist
(see Figure 1) or other similar form will
prove most useful in measuring the effectiveness of safety efforts, as well as ensuring that observations are consistently
performed among management ranks.
The data obtained from these forms can
be collected, tabulated and compared
against baseline data to measure behavior improvements in key areas.
This data will also provide "real world"
feedback on the extent to which workers
adhere to the safety program, as well as
measure specific behavior improvement
efforts (wearing safety equipment, using
defensive driving techniques, etc.).
Field observation provides management with the opportunity to identify, modify and measure worker behavior before
an accident occurs. Through this
approach, management will be able to act
pro-actively to conditions, thus helping
prevent losses and, in conjunction with
workers and supervisors, contributing to
the development and reinforcement of the
safety culture of the organization. CED
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They say you're judged
by the company you keep.

When it comes to
fiber optic news,
CED is in good company.
Look for afiber update in the September issue of CED.
*Pamphlet reproduced with permission of the Opt caI Society of America
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Satellite antenna
tracking system
ROCKLIN, Calif.-Superior Satellite Engineers has announced its TRAXX-10FGS
satellite tracking system for use with fixed
satellite antennas. The TRAXX-10FHS
enables accurate tracking of non-geostationary satellites with an antenna which
otherwise has no capability for motorized
operation.
The rack-mounted device is aprogrammable microcontroller unit which controls
a"feedhorn scan" unit by sampling the
AGC from the internal beacon receiver.
The feedhorn adjusts in both axes to
maintain efficiency within 1dB of peak
signal strength, company officials say.
The device is intended for use where a
satellite antenna must access asingle,
non-geostationary satellite. It will retrofit to
"virtually any" existing parabolic reflector,
company officials say.
Circle Reader Service No. 41

Small C-band antennas

BURLINGTON, Iowa-New from Winegard
Co. are two smaller satellite antennas as
part of the company's QuadStar line. Both

HP's 8146A OTDR has two
new modules developed for
customers who asked for
reduced cost.

New from

H-P: OTDR
modules
(1300/1550nm)-provide full
OTDR capability at aprice
up to 30 percent less than
top-of-the-line modules, HP
officials say.
The modules were developed in
response to the telecommunication
industry's drive to reduce costs during
the installation and maintenarce of
fiber-in-the-loop, fiber-to-the-curb,
cable television and long-haul links.
Both the HP 81462SL and HP

SANTA CLARA, Calif.-HewlettPackard has introduced two new
plug-in modules for its HP 8146A allhaul optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR) that reduce fiber optic link
characterization costs. The new modules-HP 81462SL (for the 1300 nm
window) and the HP 81465SL
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antennas were designed for the highpower C-band satellites now in orbit. The
6'3" QD-0360 and the 5'3" QD-0535
antennas include a0.35 F/D ratio for a
narrower beam width (important for satellites spaced within two degrees of each
other). The panels are made of rolled,
expanded mesh that is smooth and flat
with small openings.
Circle Reader Service No. 42

81465SL modules feature dynamic
ranges of 28 dB and 25 dB (respectively), with ashort dead zone for
measuring close to the beginning of a
link.
Reflective faults can be detected
within three meters, and nonreflective
faults within 30 meters, company officials say.
HP's 8146A OTDR characterizes
fiber links within seconds, via asingle
keystroke. Link analysis is repeatable;
an event table on the unit shows the
location of splices, connectors and
faults together with the fiber attenuation between events.
Marks can be set automatically or
adjusted manually; ghost detection is
automatic. Up to five waveforms can
be saved within the unit's internal
memory. Or, up to 141 waveforms can
be saved on an optional built-in floppy
disk drive.
A memory-card reader for MS-DOS
compatible cards up to 2MB is also
available.
The HP 81462SL module is priced
at $10,500 and the HP 81465SL is
priced at $16,800.
Circle Reader Service No. 40

Low-cost "Weather Star"

ATLANTA-The Weather Channel has
announced anew, low cost version of its
addressable "Weather Star" receiving system. Officials with The Weather Channel
say that the network has signed an agreement with Wegener Communications to
manufacture the receiver, with shipments
expected to begin next year.
"For some time, we have been looking
for ways to make the Weather Star available to small systems," says Becky
Ruthven, VP of affiliate sales and marketing
for The Weather Channel. "After extensive
R&D, we've developed asolution in terms
of product features and cost. Many
0small systems that want to launch The
Weather Channel have not been able to
afford the Weather Star; that's about to
change."
The Weather Star is part of the propriety

NETWORK WITH

•

•

•

•

patented satellite communications system
developed by the Weather Channel for
telecasting local, system-specific weather
forecasts to cable viewers every five minutes.
The new, low-cost model called the
Weather Star Jr. will render forecasts in
videotext (instead of the color graphics,
animation, local weather radar and other
visual effects available with the larger
Weather Star 4000). As aresult, the
scaled-down model will be "significantly
less expensive" than the Weather Star
4000, company officials say.
Circle Reader Service No. 43

Digital Multimeter

SAN DIEGO, Calif.-New from Wavetek
Corp. is its autoranging, four-digit Model
2010 digital multimeter, which features the
company's Fault Finder for detecting
opens, shorts and intermittents.
It also features a2MHz frequency
counter, 2000 µF capacitance meter,
autoranging relative min/max averaging
modes and resistance resolution to 0.01
ohms. Intermittents and other input variations are detected via an audible alert.
The unit is priced at $239. Included in
that price: athree-year warranty, 9-volt
battery, test leads, and more.
Circle Reader Service No. 44
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN

a .,

---`` JUMPER CABLES •
FMale

since
1966

COAST CATV SUPPLY

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

•RG -56
•PL

P.O. BOX 9707 •HELENA MT 59604

•RG -59
•BNC
•Other

We Sell:

•FFemale
•RG -11

IN STOCK

NEW & REFURBISHED
Amps, LE's, Taps, Splitters,

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

Connectors & Headends
ALL BRANDS 270 TO 550 MHz
Call for updated price list
We Buy:

c1B-tronics

C'dONTEC'

Equipment

IN -Tie-RNA -m:31%3mi_

Service

YOUR USED OR EXCESS EQUIPMENT

and Sales1

Fax your used/excess list

upgraoe, moairicapon ano repair or
Subscriber, Dist., Headend &Test Equip.

10 Years in Equipment Repairs!
We Provide:

WANTED
ALL BRANDS

909-272-2360

FAX: 909-272-3032

Sales of Re-manufactured Equipment

•Warranteed reconditioning of line, headend

and test equipment
•Precise calibration of test equipment and meters
•Alpha manufacturer warranty repairs
•Extensive bench testing for FCC compliance
•Computerized buy/sell surplus inventory

Specialists in SA Addressable
Converter Repair, including Inband

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

Industry Leader in Quality,
Customer Service and Security

locator system

BY

Idea/onies

State-of-the-Art Repair Software
Provides Extensive Tracking & Reporting

Phone: (800) 382-2723
FAX: (518) 382-8452

69 channels

Free Pickup and Delivery, 'True'
Flat Rate Pricing

-AFFORDABLE-

Voice (800) 356-2730 -Fax (803) 439-7518

(701) 786-3904

For More Information Write To:

WE HAVE:
MAG-5T330 TRUNK STATIONS

dB-tronics Inc., Attn: CED Ad
182 Quinn Road •Wellford, SC 29385

$340

14 day delivery

compatible with all headends

24 AND 88 CHANNEL UNITS
ALSO AVAILABLE

get converted!

We Need Surplus New & Used
Connectors,Taps, Etc.
BOUGHT / SOLD / SERVICED
G.I. VideoCipher II
$299
I
Standard 24 PC
- $225
Mag. 5-330 Trunk
- $199
$299
N
SA 330 Trunk
Jerrold SJ Trunk 301
$199
Syl/Tex 2000 Trunk
- $199
- $ 85
Jerrold SJ Trunk 400
$299
S
Jerrold JLE -400
Magnavox 5LE330
- $435
$ 85
T
Jerrold SJ 450 Trunk
SA Slimline 450 Trnk
$435
0
Jerrold SLE/SLR
- $ 19
SA 8525 w/Remote
- $ 12
$ 25
C
Hamlin CRX
Pioneer BC-2002/2
$ 1.99
K
Tocom 5503-A
- $ 40
Assorted Taps
$ 1.50
C-Cor 450 LE NEW
- $175
MINIMUM QUANTITIES APPLY -CALL FOR COMPLETE INVENTORY LIST
Pennsylvania --- Florida
(215) 630-0320

TM BROKERS
Phone (208) 683-2797
(208) 683-2019 •FAX (208) 683-2374

CONVERTERS FOR SALE
Completely Refurbished
Jerrold JSX
Hamlin SPC-4000
DRZ With Remote

ÁLUNA

$8.95
$10.00
$24.50

SERVICES, INC-

800-WT
FAX 630-8202
ARENA

ALL RECONDITIONING DONE ON PREMISES
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL! SINCE 1982

1-800-851-4495

REBUILT CONVERTERS IN STOCK NOW!

CagleShoppe
inc.

Hamlin

Jerrold
DRZ-3,

CRX-5000-3,

DQN-5

DRZID-3A,

CR -6000-3

CR -6600-3

DL-4

REPAIR • SALES • SERVICE

(518) 489-2100

Panasonic

Scientific Atlanta

TZPC 120-3

8500-311

TZPC 130-3

8550-321

ALBANY, NEW YORK
*NOW OPEN IN VISTA, CALIFORNIA
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CED:

Cable Companies Only -Quantities Limited

COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING &

DESIGN

AUGUST

1993

Equipment Marketplace/Career Marketplace/Training
From the
Headend to
the Home
WE BUY
WE SELL
AND WE

SCIE Member

CATV DESIGNERS
Contract design engineers needed.
Experienced with Lode Data a plus.
Full or part time. Send resume to:
CED Box #180

REPAIR

Updated Daily

Fax 614-222-0581

Main Line Equipment Inc.
National Distributor for

PATHMAKER-TEXSCAN
REFURBISHED -GUARANTEED
MAG - 330TRUNK AMP $300.00
MAG - 450 TRUNK AMP $450.00
MAG - 330 L/E

$ 80.00

MAG - 450 L/E

$140.00

WE ARE THE BETTER SOURCE"
Distributor of EAGLE Traps

All levels of Technical

Engineers, Service Technicians,
Installers, Splicers,
Management Positions

Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Positions
Available Nationwide.

Your Job Is Wafting on the

Opportunity
Line

Call or Write. Fees Paid.

Jobs Available Across the United States

1-900-680-5111

ONLY $1 .95 per min.
NATIONWIDE COMMUNICATIONS •TUCSON, AZ

Just Like a Private Tutor!

1-800-444-2288 •FAX: 310-715-6695
Los Angeles, California

F

roehlich &Co.
executive search

PO. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

TV Engineer Jobs

614-221-3131

Peter

Broadband Networks
Multimedia Training, Books
& Market Reports
ATM • Digital Networks • Frame
Relay • Fiber LANs • OSI •
SONET/SDH • and more
Eliminate the expense and delays of traditional
seminars and courses. Train sales, marketing
and engineering staffs as well as customers.
Equally effective in the office, home, traveling
or at remote locations. For your PC or LAN.

Call for free catalog!
eM Reference Point
PO Box 1189, Cheshire CT 06410

1-800-VIP-DISK

SENO Box NUMBER REPLIES To:

Maintenance
Technician
Move to sunny Southern California and join the
largest cable operator in Los Angeles; Continental Cablevision. We have multiple locations
throughout the greater Los Angeles area, and
we currently seek a well organized, highly
motivated and responsible individual to efficiently maintain and repair trunk and distribution systems.
Your duties will include sweep/balance, leakage detection/repair, FCC proofs and power
supply maintenance. You will also utilize product/service knowledge and customer service
skills to maintain excellent customer relations.
This position requires aminimum of 1year
prior CAN installation experience; 1year CATV
service technician experience; ahigh school
diploma or equivalent; familiarity with quality
CATV installation techniques, FSM, and VOM;
and acurrent CA driver's license. You must be
in good physical condition and be able to work
with general hand tools. Aknowledge of fiber
optics (single mode) aplus.
We offer an excellent compensation and benefits package. For immediate consideration,
please send your resume with salary history to:
Continental Cablevislon, Attn: HR Dept.
CED080193, 6314 Arizona Place,
Westchester, CA 90045. EOE

fir=
44_
1.

CED BOX #
CHILTON COMPANY
1CHILTON WAY, 2ND FLOOR
RADNOR, PA 19089

THE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF BROADBAND TECHNOLOGY

Continental
Cablevision°

AUGUST 1993
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C LASSIFIEDS
Products and Services Directory
"Video Poster"TM Page Generator & Controller
"New Hi -res fonts"
Local Weather

FOR YOUR

CATALOG

tanliKe

e(+

Split screen control allows logo
and text to remain on screen

800-233-8713
THE
TOOLS
TRADE
OF

NTSC or PAL

COMMODORE 64

Temp:85 F Humidity 35%
Wind from SW @ 5MPH

CALL

I
I

Mod.n,A
RAMC
option
"VIDG"
Cable
supplied

emoo

...Scrolling messages...

Ebacked
8-00
sleek
"BCLK"

nsimvr.

C'on'trol

LeirrawhgreLogos can display
on Video Poster

Upload & Download Control commands &
pages via modem to Multiple Site Headends

12:24:30 THURSDAY 3:21:92

•
'Hi-Res fonts, Video Page & Character Generator • tore more than 600 pages
Logos & pictures directly on cartridge *16 colors, 9 letter sizes, Crawl, Flash,
Special effects Two (240 IV.) variable size crawls per page Accurate real
time clock & date any location *Restores & displays pages, time & date even if
power fails! Low cost C64 computer (NTSC + Ch 3/4 out) 100 Time and date
event control commands Infra-red remote option controls up to 8 VCR's
*Upload & Download pages+commands via modem Controls model "RMAV"
8i external relays & VCR s 'Generate NTSC color bars + message crawl lines
*User friend' ,incl. demo disk with he
.a• es & Instructions on VHS tape
Model •Price •Description of "Video Poster
Options: Call for Demo tepe
TM

California —

Amplifier

U.S. manufacturer of: C-Band LNBFs (Pulse, Voltage Switched and
Dual H/V Output), LNBs, Commercial Phase-Locked LNBs, KuBand LNBs (Multiple Frequencies), Feedhorns (C, C/Ku, C/Ku/S ),
Arabsat LNBs and TVRO accessories. Wireless Cable (MMDS) products include: 31 and 33 Channel Integrated "Yagi" antenna/
downconverters, stand-alone downconverters (Multiple Frequencies),
LNAs and the BeambenderTm ,alow cost microwave repeater.
460 Calle San Pablo
Camarillo, CA 93012 USA

Phone: (805) 987-9000
Fax: (805) 987-8359

Contact: Chuck Uhl, Director of Sales

"RAMC" $289.95; Video Poster; 150 page Battery backed RAM-disk, Video cable & manual
"RAMX" $349.95; Video Poster; 600 page Battery backed RAM-disk, Video cable & manual
"VIDG"
$189.95; Video Poster; no Ram-disk, Video cable & manual
"C64"
$159.95; Refurbished computer, with power supply (1 year warranty all products)
"Modem" 89.95; 1200 baud Hayes compatible plug-in modem for remote page transfer
"BCLK" S69.95; Battery clock (with RAM) restores time 8, date If power falls
"PK8 —
$159.95; Controls 8 relays.« DVM2; "WX1" & "WSDM "Inputs; Infra-red sender
"WX1"
$189.95; Temp. deg. C. or F. «Humidity sensors; Req. PK8
"WSDM" $279.95; Anamometor Wind speed and direction; Req. PK8
"1541"
$189.95; Optional disk drive; external unlimited back up for RAMC/X or VIDG
"RMAV" SCALL; 2to 8 750 "F" stereo or mono video AXB switches
•
"DVM2" $379.95; Page controlled Digital audio;10 messages, 2 min.
"UPS?" $279.95; Uninter uptible power supply with 5 hour batteries
WSDM

PK8

:;:l

UPS1

e' eeee

"RMAV"

Engineering Consulting Tel: 714-671-2009 Fax: 714-255-9984

583 Candlewood St. Brea, Ca. 92621•MastercarcrVisa•DiscoverAmex*PO*C0

AUTHORIZED PARTS CO.
New and Used Converters
Headend & Line Equipment
Leader in Parts Supply

Experienced Export Staff

USA Office: 708-658-6900 •24 hour Fax: 708-658-0582

CALL

YLANAH SLOANE
AT
800-866-0206
SO W ECAN
DISCUSS OUR
NEW
76
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1111111114

Jumper Cables

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
Fto F, N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81
RG-56
RG-59
AG -il
RG-213
RG-214

Gilbert AHS
LAC
Oft Shore
Amphenol

Belden
Times
Comm/Scope
lntercomp

We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths.
Fax: (602) 582-2915. Ph (602) 581-0331

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

CED: COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

AUGUST 1993

Engineering/Design/Construction/Training
New Construction •Installs

Balancing •Splicing

FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING
FIBER OPTIC DESIGN &
ACTIVATION
HEADEND OPTIMIZATION
COMPLETE SYSTEM AUDITS

Cable Construction, Inc.

AUTOCAD CUSTOMIZED CATV MENU
& SYMBOLS LIBRARY

Performance Built Our Company

CAD DRAFTING & DESIGN

Specializing in Rebuilds & Fiber Optic Installation
Harold Bigham
(904) 932-6869

P.O. Box 903
Gulf Breeze, FL 32562

STRAND MAP & AS BUILT
MAP DIGITIZATION & REVISIONS
P.O. Box 244

(800) 292-0126

Yankton, SD 57078

(605) 665-1393

GET ASUPER DEAL ON ANEW
TELSTA A-28 VAN MOUNTED LIFT

$29,995

•Fully Equipped •Ready-To-Go •
•In Stock Coast to Coast for Fast Delivery •

It's The #1 Productivity Tool for the CATV Industry
A28 Van Mounted Lilt
Utility Version Also Available

CALL TODAY TOLL-FREE: 1-800-521-5351

e

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

*Ire

ONI
FIBER WORKS
Digital Networks
Training Course

D

eveloped for cable TV operators, system planners
and design engineers, this course provides adetailed
technical overview of digital telephony theory as it
applies to cable television operators considering the
Alternate Access business.
June 21-24
July 26-29
August 9-12
September 27-30
October 25-28
November 8-11

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
•System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
•Turnkey Headend
•Complete Turnkey
Project Management

quality service performed on atimely basis

Kansas City, MO
Seattle, WA
Ploot PeA
New 01 -leans, LA

Y OUR CO1VIPAN'eg

Los Angeles, CA
Orlando, FL

Registration must be confirmed two weeks in advance
of each course. Schedule is subject to change.
For detailed course information, including acomplete
1993 course schedule, contact your Denver-based account
representative at 1.800.FIBER.ME (1.800.342.3763).

C1993 ANTEC Network Systems

•Coaxial and Fiber
•Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
•Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
•Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

1-800-338-9299

IN THIS SPACE,

...

uy CED Classified, IT MAKES SE
BECAUSE IT PAYS.
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When the FCC adopted the NTSC color TV standards in 1953, RCA distributed nearly 10,000 of
its first production model color TV receiver, the
CT100, with aretail price of $1,000 (more than
$5,600 in 1993 dollars). By 1964, the retail
price had plunged to about $450 ($2,200 in
today's dollars). Not only was the price still
too high, however, but until 1965, even NBC
broadcast only part of its program schedule
in color while ABC, CBS and the other set
manufacturers quietly sat on their hands waiting "until there is enough audience or sponsor
demand."

And an engineer in every house?
Furthermore, the early color sets were complex. Ralph Cordiner of General Electric was
quoted as saying: "If you have acolor set,
you've almost got to have an engineer living
in the house." George C. Davis, aleading
and widely respected consulting engineer,
once remarked that color TV was by far the
most sophisticated piece of equipment ever
to be placed in ordinary households. The
public was not adept at simultaneously optimizing the controls for color, hue, brightness,
contrast, horizontal/vertical hold, nor even fine
tuning. Purple faces and flat-topped heads,
often buried in colored snow, were accepted
by many as the norm. Worst of all, the adjustments kept drifting. Small wonder that in 10
years, fewer than amillion color TV sets had
been sold.
Since those primeval times, prices have tumbled to about $500 retail ($90 in 1954 dollars).
Complex adjustments have been automated
and stabilized. Picture quality close to the NTSC
ideal is now commonplace. In fact, picture resolution on amodern 27-inch (or smaller) NTSC TV set
is almost indistinguishable from HDTV with comparable picture height. Now, thanks to the magic
of transistors and microprocessors, color TV is
even more complex and sophisticated, yet with
better quality and more reliability, at lower cost
than ever before.
Even radio receivers, before television, were
complex electronic devices. They used abunch
of vacuum tubes, the more the better according to
the advertising. But when they failed, you could
pull out all the tubes, test them at the drug store,
and restore the defective radio merely by replacing the tubes that tested weak or bad. If the tuning
went awry, arepair shop could realign it for much
less than the cost of anew one. Now, with all of
the complicated circuitry buried deeply in integrated circuit chips, the only cure for afailed radio
is euthanasia.

Questions
llimg like

log 111

San Francisco
By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor
Associates

to implement the profusion of tantalizing services
we didn't even know we wanted.
Two questions hung like agathering fog over the
exhibit floor at the Moscone Convention Center in
June in San Francisco, enshrouding the glorious
view of tomorrow's technology with disquieting
apprehension. Will the unprecedented complexity
of the man-machine interface be any more congenial to the user than present-day VCRs, which
tend to be beyond the ability (or patience) of most
people to use for any purpose except playing
movie cassettes?
Moreover, will the vaunted interactive and transactional services find amass market with high
penetration rates and consumer friendly prices, or
will it have to prosper in small specialty markets,
priced for low penetration? In other words, who
will pay for the high tech services, and how much
will they pay?

Awarning and apromise

Color TV experience offers both awarning and a
promise. New technology will only be widely
accepted when the price and operational simplicity match the perceived benefits. As these mutually interlinked criteria begin to coalesce into a
critical mass, prices will plunge, devices will be
made easier to operate, and public demand could
snowball.
However, the risk is ever present that new technology may be offered before the public can manage it. Modern VCRs,
for example, offer a
wide range of useful
functions. But most
adults have to call on
the kids just to reset
the clock, let alone
program delayed
recording sessions.
Too much new technology, offered to create public demand
rather than to satisfy
acknowledged needs,
may lead to public
indigestion. It takes
time for the public to
recognize the value of
new technology. The
learning curve is apt
to stretch way out if the operations required are
unfamiliar, and motivation is weak.
A patient investment strategy is likely to be an
important key to survival. CM

New technology

will only

be widely

accepted when
the price and

operational

simplicity match

perceived benefits.

Set-lop computers
However, as Al Jolson once said of talking pictures (1927): "You ain't heard nothing yet." The
enormous computer power poised to enter our
homes by the turn of the century dwarfs anything
presently available. Hundreds of thousands,
maybe millions of microscopic transistors and
diodes will be packed away in tiny chips hiding in
set-top boxes, or "point of entry terminals (POET)"
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BOTTOM LINE
CON-MCTm Converter Service Makes You Money...

Let's face the facts... the longer acable converter provides
uninterrupted service to your subscriber.., the more money
you make.Breakdowns mean customers complain,
trucks roll, and time evaporates... sound familiar?
At CONTEC, we specialize in building
"strategic service partnerships"
with cable cperators... NATIONWIDE.
By exceeding OEM standards, our
quality repairs withstand the test of time...
and so do our business relationships.

CONTEC LEADERSHIP PROVIDES:
E Computerized tracking of repairs
by serial number.
El Experienced, factory trained technicians
O Stringent quality control procedures
CI Security clearance of each shipment

D Efficient customer service
D Fast turnaround and delivery
/

BOTTOM LINE, CONTEC service centers
all work in harmony to keep your converters
where they belong.., in subscriber homes...
And, that makes you money!

CALL TODAY

1-800-382-2723
* CONTEC's Jerrold compatible replacement remote control units.
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THE LEADER IN CONVERTER

-1 HNOLOGY

1023 State Street, P.O. Box 739, Schenectady, NY 12301-0739
Phone: (518)382-8000, FAX: (518)382-8452
Circle Reader Service No. 36

Theintegrated

Drop System t4
0

Y

ur drop is more than just parts —it's asystem.
ANTEC Communication Services offers anew
way to approach the drop —as acomplete system. The Integrated Drop System (IDS)'" consists
of individual products, engineered as asystem,
and tested to ensure component compatibility.
Backed with training, technical support,
standardized installation procedures, and other
value-added benefits, the IDS approach ensures
consistency in your drops.

integrated drop system

IDS enhances the performance of your cable
network, and substantially reduces trouble calls.
The industry's first drop system, IDS increases
the quality of your service today, and prepares
you for the future of your network.
From now on, when you think drop — think
system. And when you think system — think IDS.
Learn how the Integrated Drop System can
benefit your network —call the ANTEC Communication Services office nearest you.

r IZ
il
COMMUNICATION SERVICES

ANTEC Communication Services Headquarters •Rolling Meadows, Illinois (708) 437-5777
Atlanta, Georgia (404) 840-7901 •(800) 242-1181 •Chicago, Illinois (708) 350-7788 • (800) 544-5368 •Dallas, Texas (2(4) 446-2288 • (800) 231-5006
Denver, Colorado (303) 740-8949 • (800) 841-1531 •Iron Mountain, Michigan (90),) 774-4111 • (800) 624-8358 •Montreal, Quebec (514) 636-1421 • (800) 561-9710
Santa Ana, California (714) 757-1630 •(800) 854-0443 •Seattle, Washington (206) 838-95 52 • (800) 438-9290 •Toronto, Ontario (416) 507-6226 • (800) 665-1482
Vancouver, British Columbia (604) 276-9366 •(800) 665-2929 •Wharton, New jersey (201) 328-0980 • (800) 631-9603

Circle Reader Service No. 37

01993

ANTEC Cmmunicution Services

